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Fee increase moves one step closer
CSU Finance
Committee
approves 40%
By Les Mahler
Daily staff wnter

Despite requests from
LONG BEACH
students, faculty, administrators and Lt. Gov.
Leo McCarthy that the proposed 40 percent fee
increase be tabled or voted down, the
California State University Committee on
Finance voted unanimously to pass the resolution.
Upset with the final vote, students from
CSU, Long Beach, dumped several boxes containing garbage onto the floor of the Glen S.
DumIce auditorium, shouting, "Trustees this is
what we think of you!’
The vote Wednesday afternoon allows CSU
Chancellor Barry Munitz to seek support for
the proposed increase in the state senate, and
comes after the January recommendation by
trustees to increase the fees.
If Munitz is successful, and the 40 percent
increase becomes reality, students will see the

effects in the fall 1992 semester.
Should Munitz find support in the senate,
the proposal must then be brought to the senate
budget sub-committee, which could happen
Friday. From there, the bill will wind its way
through the full senate, and must eventually be
introduced into the state
assembly for another round of
readings.
"The increase of $374 (per
year) is very unpalatable,"
Anthony Vitti, committee
chairman said. "But it’s the
last resort. All the other viable
alternatives were worse."
Vitti laid blame on the
state’s budget woes, saying
that CSU funding normally
coming from the state has been cut back to 3.6
percent from last year’s 4.6 percent.
Those cuts left trustees with only three
options, according to Vitti: decrease enrollment, cut more courses, or increase fees.
"You’re going to turn the Master Plan into
the Master Scam," Jose Gomez, Associated
Students President at California State
Polytechnic University at Pomona, told the
committee. "This is a sell out?’
He chided committee members for not
remembering what it was like when they were

students and "how times have changed. We
work 60 hours a week. We have to work
more," Gomez said.
McCarthy, who is a ex-officio trustee of
CSU, told the committee, "There is no choice.
Action must be taken in Sacramento."
Although McCarthy is a CSU
trustee, he has no voting power.
"We are telling the students
that they have the right to have
dreams and goals. Yet we are
literally pricing many students
out of an education," McCarthy
said.
"They are pleading with us
to be forceful voices?’ he said.
"It’s my responsibility to find
other places in the (state) budget to cut."
On Jan. 15, the trustees approved the resolution calling for the fee increase, based on a recommendation by Gov. Pete Wilson.
Wilson, for the second time in his term as
governor, had to deal with a mounting deficit in
the state budget The first year, the deficit was
$14 billion, while the second year, the state
faced a $6 billion deficit.
With a 10 percent cap on fee increases

C$U
FEE

Campus speaks out
By Jim Silva
Daily staff writer

With a $374 per year increase staring them in the face, students are dealing with the
reality that the increase may indeed happen.
The unanimous approval of the 40 percent fee increase at Wednesday’s California State
University Finance Committee meeting puts students one step closer to facing a giant
financial burden.
In a random sampling Wednesday, students and professors voiced their opinion on the
very real possibility that the increase will be finalized.
"It seems like they’re trying to keep us uneducated and stupid. Next year I’m going to
be scraping the barrel. It’s going to be pretty impossible." Kristin Olsen, senior environmental studies major. Olsen said she works 36 hours a week and pays her own way
through school.
"It’s harsh, but it’s a fact of life. I can’t expect to have everything given to me on a silver platter" Yvette Moms, sophomore art major. Morris is a cashier at the Student
Union cafeteria and works 20 to 25 hours a week. She said she expects to have to work 10
to 15 hours more to be able to afford the increased fees.
"The money has to come from somewhere" Kristi Herrera, junior History major.
Herrera said her parents pay her way through school.
"I think it’s really sad that it’s going to come to this." Jina Aschoff, senior liberal
studies major. Aschoff said her parents pay her school fees.
"It doesn’t come as a surprise. Every year, with the exception of one, there’s been a
See QUOTES, Page 4

See INCREASE, Page 4

Greek Life
position filled
Soth to coordinate
fraternities, sororities
NIonika Jung
Daily staff writer

Velina Nurse -- Daily staff photograph

Lewis Bundy, counselor in the Educational Opportunity Program, chats with a faculty member about the events of the day

EOP counselor makes a difference
By Atoasa Savarnejad
Nay sistr writer
At a time when most people are
thinking about lunch, Lewis Bundy plays
basketball everyday with the Faculty and
Staff Noontime Basketball Association.
He has hardly ever been seen upset in
public, according to the University
Ombudsman, St. Saffold, an associate of
Bundy’s. "The closest he has ever come
is on the basketball court," Saffold said."
And as a counselor in SJSU’s

Educational Opportunity Program, he
has something that everyone admires and
looks for genuine concern and a listening ear.
"lie’s a very down-to-earth person, a
person who is not burned out by his job,
and he still sincerely cares about his EOP
students," Tamra (joins said. Goins is a
junior in criminal justice who works with
Bundy in the EOP office.
Bundy calls himself a mentor to students from all kinds of backgrounds,

II

AFRICAN
AWARENESS
MONTH

even though he admits African American students tend to seek him out
more than others.
-Mere are so few African faculty and
staff members," he said. "Students look
for a person to help them negotiate

through the system"
Bundy, is also the director of Student
Services at SJSU. He came to this campus in 1985 with more than enough
background to qualify him for this job
one which takes responsibility for keeping students in school long enough to
graduate.
Bundy’s home ground is Little Rock,
Ark, where he spent his elementary and
See BUNDY, Page 4

After going through two interim coordinators within
a year, Carolyn Soth has been chosen to permanently fill
the position of coordinator of Greek Life.
Soth was hired last month from more than 60 applicants, according to Jim Cellini, interim director of student activities.
Cellini said that Soth has brought her awareness and
knowledge about all aspects of Greek life to the job.
Soth was a Kappa Delta sister at California State
Polytechnic University at Pomona where she majored in
business.
After graduating in the spring of 1989, she worked as
a chapter-developer consultant for a year and then as an
assistant Greek adviser for the next year and a half.
As a chapter-developer consultant, Soth said she traveled all over the United States experiencing different
cultures and geographical characteristics.
"I really loved traveling," she said. "It broadened my
mind and taught me to appreciate all kinds of things."
Soth first heard about SJSU’s coordinator position
when she read an ad published by SJSU in the Chronicle
of Higher Education.
She responded to the ad, was invited to an interview
and tour of the campus.
According to Soth, Cal Poly Pomona is also a commuter campus, and when she toured SJSU she saw similar characteristics.
"I knew the potential was here for a prominent Greek
community" Soth said.
"I saw SJSU as a place where I felt comfortable and
could capitalize on its strengths."
The Coordinator of Greek Life position has evolved
from a duty taken on by several different people, to a
part-time job, and finally to a full-time position, according to Meredith Moran, student development specialist.
"SJSU has made a commitment to the Greek community by hiring a full-time coordinator," Moran said.
"The Greek community is a growing part of campus life
that needed a full-time person to coordinate its activities"
The position had been filled in the interim by Moran
and Fred Najjar.
Najjar acted as the coordinator of fraternities while
serving as director of university housing. Moran, who
acted as the coordinator of sororities, is also the assistant
to the vice president of student affairs.
"Carolyn is a terrific addition to the staff," Moran
said. "She has already devoted a large amount of time,
energy and knowledge to the Greek community."
Soth said that she has already been busy talking with
students and attending meetings, but she doesn’t mind
the long hours and hard work.
When she has free time, she loves to go to concerts,
travel and contribute her time to community services.
"It’s funny," Soth said, "I am saying that hike to do
these things, but in the last month. I really haven’t had
the time to do any of them. I don’t mind, though. I really
enjoy what I do."

A.S. allocations stir questions on separation of church and state
By Marcia 1.epler
Daily staff "niter

The U.S. Constitution found its way into
the Associated Students Council Chambers
Wednesday.
A.S. directors considered whether separation of church and state would be violated if
they granted $1,275 of special allocation funds
to the Jewish Student Union for their March
16-19 Jewish heritage Week
They also had concerns about whether the
Jewish Student Union would be advocating
Judaism as a religion during that week. If that

were the case, the action would put them in
direct violation of Special Allocation
Stipulations, which clearly prohibit A.S. funding to groups advocating or opposing any religion.
"Religion is a touchy issue" said Ken Dods,
A.S. director of sponsored programs. "State
and religion should be separated, but we also
live in a multicultural world. The Jewish
Student Union wants cultural information lobe
available to students."
The programs during Jewish Heritage
week, according to Adina Friedman, a mem-

tier of the Jewish Student Union and an organizer of the week’s events, are designed to give
the students a broader and deeper view of
Judaism, its people, culture, history and lifecycles.
"The programs planned have nothing to do
with promoting one religion over another religion," Friedman said. "Judaism is not a missionary religion."
She added that because the Jewish religion
is an integral part of Jewish culture and history,
it must he presented together with other parts
of the program in order to promote an overall

understanding of Judaism.
While the allocation was approved by the
necessary two-thirds majority, several of the
directors expressed opposition.
"Last semester, in November, we were
assured by the Muslim Student Association
that their panel discussion would not advocate
or oppose any religion and it clearly did,"
said Miguel Valle Avila, A.S. director of intercultural affairs.
Controller Don Brooks said Avila was
referring to an incident when three speakers
were scheti.or.1 by the Muslim Student

Association to discuss Christianity, Judaism
and Islam. Brooks said only one speaker came
and that person was strongly advocating Islam
as a religion for the students and was promoting it as a religion better than others.
A spokesman from the Muslim Student
Association could not be reached for comment
Wednesday night.
The majority of A.S. directors said the
Jewish Student Union should not be penalized
for the actions of past groups, and the calendar
of events for Jewish Heritage Week reflects
cultural and educational programs
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EDITORIAL
Affordable health care
hits campaign trail
Timely issue
demands action,
not just words
that election
time is drawing
Now
near, health care
proposals at
both state and national levels
are springing up like
mushrooms after a rain.
It’s about time.
Unless some kind of plan is
anPlemented soon to provide basic
health care for everyone and limit the
amount doctors can charge for basic
services, the price of well-being will
continue to soar out of the reach of
middle- and low-income families,
making it yet another luxury that only
the rich can afford.
Opponents of taxpayer-supported
medical insurance say it goes against the
ideal of a free-market economy which
this country was founded upon, and that
government control of health care is a
step toward communism.
But it’s that very ideal which has
strangled the American economy and our
current health care system by keeping a
tight rein on the level of competition
among physicians and allowing medical

costs to go through the roof.
Every candidate in the current
presidential race has some type of health
care platform. Even George Bush, who
just a few years ago campaigned against
social medicine reforms, has jumped into
the health-care ring. As out of touch with
middle-America as he maybe, even he
can see that it’s an issue whose time has
Crime.

In the meantime, some individual
states are proposing their own taxpayersupported health care plans to get the ball
rolling.
Here in California, the best proposal
yet has come from Insurance
Commissioner John Garamendi. He
thinks there is a way to insure all
Californians and do away with the big
insurance companies without giving the
government too much control over health
care funds.
Everyone seems to agree that
something needs to be done, though
opinions vary on how to do it.
The big question is whether all the
talk about health care is just a lot of
campaign promises and wishful thinking
or whether it will be backed up by real
conviction on the part of those in
government.
"No new taxes" was the rallying cry
in 1988, but reality took hold and look
where we are today.
Can we really expect those we elect in
’92 to stand up to their pledges?
Only if we stand up to them.

AND ANOTHER
THING
Fashion ‘gaydar’ flatters
...

I walk across campus, I often
see gay men approach non-gay
As
men and ask if they too, are
gay. Many times it is a case of
mistaken identity and the non -gay men
gel upset and take the whole thing
personally.
:These non -gay men often appear as
on gay men’s "gaydar," a sixth
blips
sense that only gay men and lesbians
had
reason to develop. I will only be
baye
’addressing men’s gaydar. I have no
experience of lesbian gaydar.
:Gaydar is a learned sense, learned
CrInt years of people watching. Some
skilled gaydar operators have a 95
percent identification rating. The skills
that need to be learned to become a
gAydar master include: fashion sense,
:Color analysis, and ontology (the study of
. being).
There are several specific reasons that
men show up on gay men’s gaydar
screens: 1) wide belts, 2) belts with silver
tips, 3) immaculate and/or impeccable
hair, 4) books carried in anything other
than aback -pack, 5) earrings, especially
in the right ear, 6) stylish clothing and
accessories.
Some guys take offense when they are
assumed to be gay because of a certain
item of clothing. This is not unexpected.
tieing thought of as being gay is still
considered had and wrong for most men.
Why are they so insulted when they are
thought of as gay? Is it an assault on their
masculinity, on their manliness? It is time
that these guys lighten up a bit.
Most of today’s fashion statements are
made by gay men, both inside and
outside of the fashion industry. Clothing
designers, even if they are not gay, follow
the fashions seen on the gay men in New
York, Los Angeles and San Francisco
and adopt them as their own. A majority

Ted Comerford

of male clothing model photographers
are gay and project the styles of the gay
community into their work.
Often, the fashions that gay men wear
in the big cities become fashion only
because the gay men want to look
different. They want to be able to identify
each other in a crowd and at a distance.
That’s where the silver belt tips and
wider belts as fashion came from. The
recent sideburn craze also began in the
gay community, and then moved into the
non-gay community, evidenced in the
television show Beverly Hills 90210.
Beverly Hills, by the way, is conveniently
located adjacent to West Hollywood, the
gay Mecca for Los Angeles.
For gay men out in the world, seeing
someone with one of these identifying
items of clothing is tantamount to
wearing a sign, "Hi there, I’m gay!" If a
woman wears an Irish friendship ring, an
Irishman would probably assume that she
is Irish. If another person wears a Greek
letter shirt from a campus fraternity to
which he does not belong, should he be
surprised when the brothers from that
fraternity greet him as a member? I don’t
think so.
What is being pointed out by the
gaydar operators is either that the man in
his sights is attractive, at which point he
should be flattered, or that the man is
wearing an item of clothing which at one
time was used by gay men to identify one
another. In either case, the non -gay man
should not take it personally.
Even though the stereotype is not to
be used as a rule, it can be useful, if only
as a shorthand for longer, more involved
introductions.

Ted Comerford is a Daily columnist. His
column appears every Thursely.

NEWS Room 924-3280
FAX 924-3282
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Missed the point

Begs the question

Editor,
Although your recent coverage regarding
the AIDS Memorial Quilt was good. I feel
you overlooked something. The showing of
the quilt panels was to remind people that
those who died are real not statistics
someone dreamed up. One of the panels
deserved special mention, yet received none.
Jim Walters did a lot for SJSU. He may
have been an irritant to some, but unlike
many students, he was concerned and
involved. Despite the AIDS time bomb
inside of him, he was active in A.S. government, serving as vice president of the student
body. Jim was also very close to completing
a history degree. He gave a lot and helped
others to become involved. I may not have
agreed with everything he said or did, but I
respected him.
One thing on his panel particularly
touched me, and that was seeing the mortarboard he never wore. Surely the administration could have "bent" protocol and allowed
him that honor. The recognition he received
in December of 1990 was good, but not
enough. Fortunately, Jim passed off the
administration’s regrettable dedication to
protocol, but those of us who knew Jim
knew he deserved more.
A special feature of the quilt’s showing
was that Jim’s panel was to be presented to
the NAMES Project for inclusion in future
displays. No mention of that from the Daily,
likewise, no mention that Mike Kenunerrer
received the Jim Walters Memorial Award.
Mike is a fine person and deserves mention.
If the Daily is a true reflection of students,
wake up!
Mary Jane Dulleck
Graduate
Interdisciplinary Studies

Editor,
I would like to add to the discussion currently taking place over the possible purchase of a president’s home using University
Foundation funds.
My understanding of the Foundation’s
purpose, which I admit beforehand is limited, is that when the University receives
research grant money from outside sources,
half of the money is put into the
Foundation’s trust fund. By pooling this
money, the Foundation hopes to more effectively provide research facilities and equipment to the faculty and students. If this is a
correct description of the Foundation’s charter, it begs the question of why buy a house
for the president.
My understanding is that Chancellor
Munitz strongly suggested to the administration that this school needed a president’s
house. Having made the suggestion, he then
neglected to provide any money for the
house. Therefore, the searchers for funds
came to the Foundation’s door. The presumed interest that the Foundation has in
buying, or helping to buy, this house is that
the president will then be a more effective
fund-raiser, thus recouping the cost of the
house while expanding the Foundation’s
assets at a greater rate.
Is this really what students and faculty
want done with funds which are ostensibly
for their benefit? I first found out about this
plan some three hours before the "emergency" meeting of the Foundation’s board.! was
able to attend only half of this meeting, but
did see enough to make me wonder just
what is going on here. One board member
stated quite clearly that since students had
never had any money, they were incapable of
deciding how best to spend the Foundation’s
money. The implication was that these decisions should be left up to the adults and students on this campus, are quite capable of
making a thoughtful decision on this issue if
fully given the arguments and information
on both sides.
The accusation has been made that our
student representative on the Foundation
board, A. S. President Nicole Launder, is
incompetent and does not properly represent
the students before the board. I would like to
suggest that she could redeem herself by
actively pushing through the A.S. board a
resolution calling for a special election on
the question of whether or not the
Foundation should buy a presidential home.
Let the students speak for themselves.
As for the supporters of the purchase
plan. I would suggest that they make the
effort to promote the plan to those whom it
will affect. This idea appears to me to be
outside the normal activities of the
Foundation; therefore, I think it requires

Music to our ears
Editor,
I had been at SISU for a year and had not
had any example of a music work by a
woman presented to me.
I requested of my adviser, my teachers
and the chair that they make a conscious
effort to remedy this oversight.
I think Dr. Brent Heisinger deserves
recognition and appreciation for taking
action. This semester, he has included
baroque pieces by composers Isabella
Leonarda (1620-1704) entitled "Sonata
Prima" and Barbara Srtozzi (1619-1664)
entitled "Rissolveteri Pensieri." He is the
only person thus far, but since he is head of
the classical division, his contribution is significant.
Wendella Ferreira
Junior
Music

Foresight for dry eyes
Editor,
As students, our primary objective is selfinvestment although we are,in essence,
investing in this country. Our educational
and career decisions directly influence ourselves and mold our country.
Career decisions which seem solid and
stable may crumble beneath your feet. What
I recommend is thorough contemplation and
investigation to critically examine what
you’re heading into. Prophetic reasoning
isn’t difficult, it just takes some time and
common sense.
Some recommended questions to use to
test your choice:
1) Will my actions in the workplace have
any negative effects on other people? The
environment?
2) Will I be using or creating any materials which have a negative effect on other
people? The environment?
3) Does the establishment I work for have
a negative effect on other people? The environment?
4) Does this career to which I’ve dedicated my life have an overall negative or positive effect in this world?
Why take the time to check the ice before
walking out on it? Because I don’t want
teary-eyed millionaires calling for "just a
couple more B-2 bombers so workers can
keep their jobs."
I don’t want to hear compassionate cries
about nuclear physicists on the streets
because their trade is a waste (pun intended).
Careers that preside money over morals
are hanging over the abyss of decimation
and being held up by the bleeding hearts that
they rape. It’s unfair to ask that everyone suffer with pollution, unilateral fear and crumbling social conditions for a few people’s
occupational stability.
The numbers of people suffering are
growing, awareness is contagious and the
movement is gaining momentum. Them will
no longer be teary -eyed people to support
workers who made the wrong decision. This
foresight I recommend, to preserve the
investment you’re now working so hard for
and to solidify and stabilize our country.
Darrel Ochieno Forde
Junior
Environmental Studies for Teachers
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much more activity on you part to convince
others of its wisdom. No one questions the
Foundation’s decision to purchase HewlettPackard equipment instead of Varian equipment; but the purchase of a house is another
matter entirely.
Christopher Stevens
Senior
Civil Engineering
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ARE DEPARTMENT: Student
Galleries Art Show, 9a.m.-6p.m., Art
Dept, call 924-4330.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CHRIST: Night life, 8 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Rom call 293-5897.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Dinner,
6p.m.-7:30p.m., Campus Ministry
Center, call 298-0204.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT CENTER: Resume
writing workshop, 2:30p.m., S. U.
Almaden kin , call 924-6033.

San lase State University el Thursday, February 10, 1992

PHONE: 924-3280
FAx: 924-3282

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission:5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DBI i 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.

CHI ALPHA’S RADICAL
REALITY: Christian fellowship, 1
p.m., Spartan Chapel, call 248-3694.
DELTA SIGMA PI: Professional
event, 7:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe km.
call 227-0727.
DISABLED STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 4p.m.,
ADM conference room, call 924-6000.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.:
Meeting, 6:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco Rm.,
call 924-2707.
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Lecture,
1:30 p.m., SCI 251, call 924-5245.

PSI CHI: Meeting, 2:30 p.m , DMI I
337, call 629-5108
SOCIETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS: Meeting and guest
speakers, 1230 p.m. -1:30 p.m., ENG
189, call 287-8863.
SJSU CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CLUB: Guest speaker, 5 p.m., CCB
118, call 944-0919.
THEATRE ARTS DEPT.:
Storytelling, 7:30 p.m., HGH Studio
Theatre, call 924-4574.

69/9M27
AKBAVAN CLUB: Pizza night, 7
p.m -midnight, Pizza Hut on Tully Rd.,
call 259-3272.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Videotaped practice
interviews, II a.m.-12:30 p.m., Bldg.
Q; Interviewing for the foreign-born,
12:30 p.m. -2:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Rm., call 924-6033.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT
COMMITTEE: Meeting, 2 p.m.,
WLN Chicano Library Resource
Center, call 924-2707.

RUSSIAN CULTURE AND
LANGUAGE CLUB: Meeting,
noon-1 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm., call
279-0438.
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB:
Dance class, 8 p.m. -9 p.m. teaching, 9
p.m. dancing, SPX, Woman’s Gym,
Rm. 89, call 293-1302.
STUDENTS UNITED FOR
ACCESSIBLE EDUCATION: Fee
protest, 4 p.m., Fairmont Hotel, Si
call 738-4631.

CHINESE CAMPUS
FELLOWSHIP: Picnic, 2:30 p.m. 5:30 p.m.. off campus, call 293-2881.
HISPANIC BUSINESS
ASSOCIATON: Pizza night. 7 p.m.,
Vito’s Pizza, 1040 S. White Rd., S.J.,
call 924-2707.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
Comedy sports club, 7:45 p.m.,
Campus Ministry, call 450-1770.
MUSLIM STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 12:30
p.m. S.U. Costanoan Rm., call 2410850.

Search for Ozone hole begins
BANGOR, Maine (AP) A
heightened sense of urgency is pressing scientists as they complete their
inspection of what looks like the start
of an ozone hole over the Northern
Hemisphere, a discovery so alarming
it’s already changed U.S. policy.
Scientists on the NASA project
based in Bangor concluded that an
ozone hole could develop this winter
over the United States, Canada and
Europe.
"These two weeks are really the
crucial time for detecting the appearance of the ozone hole in this region
of the hemisphere," said James G.
Anderson, lead scientist for the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration project.
The ozone layer in the upper
atmosphere, roughly 7 miles to 31
miles above Earth, provides a shield
from the sun’s ultraviolet rays.
Without an ozone block, people face
greater rislcs of skin cancer, cataracts
and suppressed immunity from disease.

TROMBONES IN THE NIGHT

conditioners. Industrial CFCs are
commonly used in refrigerants, faun
manufacturing and solvents.
The research is performed by a
50-member team based at an Air
National Guard hangar in this city in
eastern Maine.
For career scientists unaccustomed to the spotlight, the degree of.
public attention and pressure for
quick conclusions can be discomfiting.
"People are not accustomed to
doing science in a fishbowl," Kuryb
said in an interview last week. "The
nomial science process requires longterm analysis and comparison and
debate.... Nobody wants to put out a
result that we have to retract, that
could cast doubt."
Whether a hole opens in the
ozone layer over the Northern
Hemisphere will depend largely on
the breakup of the polar vortex,.
where sunlight triggers the chemical
changes that deplete ozone.

The five-month NASA study, conducted with a converted spy plane
and an orbiting satellite, is measuring
the presence of ozone-eating chemicals at high altitudes. The study concludes in late March, when NASA
plans to issue final results. But when
a flight Jan. 20 found ozone-depleting chlorine monoxide at a record
concentration of 1.5 pans per billion,
the space agency issued preliminary
findings and a warning.
"Everybody should be alarmed
about this," Michael Kurylo, manager of upper-atmosphere research at
NASA, said then. "It’s far worse than
we thought."
A week later, President Bush
ordered a halt to production of
ozone-eating chemicals, chiefly chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), by the end
of 1995, with a few exceptions.
That’s five years sooner than an international treaty requires.
Household use of CFCs can be
found in aerosol cans and the refrigerator, and in the driveway in auto air

TUE S’POT FOR
Scott Sady Daily staff photographer

SJSU sophomore, Randy Chase (left) and
graduate Eric Wiltshire (right) both

City council passes
tough anti-drinking law
LOVELAND, Colo. (AP)
Under a new city law, anyone under
21 caught drinking alcohol will lose
their driver’s license even if they
aren’t driving.
The measure, passed by the City
Council on an 8-1 vote Tuesday
night, becomes effective immediately.
"Some may think it’s harsh, but I
believe the penalty does fit the
crime," Mayor Roger Bates said.
People under 21 who are caught
drinking will lose their licenses until

INSTOUNT

music majors; have a night time jam session in front of the Music Building

they complete 24 hours of conununity service. A second drinking violation would mean a six-month suspension and a third would lead to a
one-year suspension.
Several people who attended the
(=mil meeting objected to the ordinance.
"Taking away someone’s license
isn’t going to stop them from drinking," said Andrea Broyles, a freshman at Thompson Valley High
School. "You’re restricting everything teenagers try to do."
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On Campus
You’ll like our prices!

On-Campus Interviews Friday, February 28

We’re looking for EE graduates
with a BS degree (MS preferred) and
strong foundations in analog fundamentals to join us in the following positions:

SALES

AND RENTALS
FOR MOST SUMMER AND WINTER ACTIVITIES

Test Prep Sessions

Have you got the
analog attitude?
If you like fast development cycles,
maximum creativity and lots of control,
you belong at Micro linear. Thanks to
our advanced analog and mixed signal IC
design methodologies, we’re innovating
today’s most highly integrated, systemslevel circuits. ’11w result is exceptional
products for our customers and exceptional careers for our people. If you have
the right attitude, it’s time to join the right
company Micro linear. Apply now for
one of these rewarding opportunities.

COMPLETE SELECTION

IC Design Engineers
Test Development Engineers

Product Engineers
Process Engineers
Applications Engineers
See your Career Planning and
Placement Office for details about our
upcoming campus visit. Or, forward your
resume and transcript, indicating position
of interest, to Elaine Corcoran, Human
Resources Manager, Micro linear, 2092
Concourse Drive, San Jose, CA 95131,
(408) 433-5200. You may also FAX this
information to (408) 432-0363. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

IVL Micro Linear

GMAT

GRE

Three Saturdays,
February 29, March 7, March 14
9 am - 3:30 pm
(offered again in May/June)

Four Saturdays,
March 14, 21, 28 and April 4
9 am - 1 pm
(offered again in May)

CBEST

ELM

Three Sundays,
March 15, 22, and 29
9 am - 3 pm
(offered again in May)

Four Saturdays,
April 4, 11, 25 and May 2
9 am - 12:30 pm
(offered again in June)

For more information or
registration assistance, call
Continuing Education at
924-2600, or visit our office
in ADM 107.

Three Sundays,
May 17, 31 and June 7
9 am - 3:30 pm

LSAT

Sessions presented by Bobrow Test Preparation Services

A
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INCREASE: 40 percent passes
From Front Page
already law, Wilson requested an additional 20 percent increase.
This year, Wilson asked for the 40
percent, bringing the proposed
increase to 50 percent.
But even with the increase, some
programs will not be funded, according to a projected overview released
by the chancellor’s office.
Some of those programs include
merit salary adjustments, which total
$23 million, instructional equipment
replacement, costing $9,136,403, and
Cal Grants at $9,616,395.
SJSU Interim President J. Handel
Evans pleaded with comittee members
to see that all the increase goes to the
CSU system.
"If we are forced into a fee increase
then please, let that money come to
the system and to the campuses and
not to the general fund," Evans said.
"The 40 percent increase is a major
concern for those students living on
the brad-line"
Committee members expressed
misgivings at raising fees, but the
nearly 40 students representing campuses at Long Beach, Pomona, Los
Angeles and San Diego heckled the
members with remarks and taunts.

Velma Nurse

Lewis Bundy is a mentor, counselor and friend to entering, returning, and current

Das y staff photographer

sisu students

BUNDY: There for students
trom Front Page
junior high school years in segregated
schools.
Surprisingly, Bundy said he is glad
he went to segregated schools.
"I feel like I got the support and
education from that school that was
very, very positive," he said.
Bundy’s later school years were
not so positive.
Ile attended Ravenswood High
School in East Palo Alto and then
Occidental College in Los Angeles
where he got his degree in sociology.
"When I went to segregated school
in Arkansas, there was a certain level
of expectation from black students,"
Bundy said. leachers at his school in
Arkansas expected students to achieve
and do well.
Bundy noticed a difference in the
teachers’ attitudes toward students
when he got to Occidental.
"In integrated schools, (the black
students) were not expected to do that
well," Bundy said.
That sort of discrimination
accounted for the difference Bundy
said he observed between his schools
in Arkansas and Los Angeles.
Bundy became involved in several
multicultural organizations as an
undergraduate, such as the Black
Student Union and the Multicultural
Student Alliance
Meanwhile, Bundy also held a job
as a college counselor for high school
students.
While at Occidental, he also
waited for Upward Bound, a program
that works to get kids into college.
Concerned by the difference in the
school systems of the two states and
motivated by the idea that he could
make a difference. Bundy returned to
East Palo Alto in 1974 to teach for
two years in a junior high school.
"I went back to that school to try to
contribute to that community. I felt
that was my responsibility," he said.
Bundy said he doesn’t see that
same kind of concern for the conunu-

nity anymore.
"Students have attempted to
become more mainstream and status
conscious," Bundy said.
In the past, students were more
concerned about the community but
now, education is used more for selfinterest, Bundy said.
Bundy used the areas of ethnic
courses as an example. Fewer students
are majoring in ehtnic studies and.
Bundy said, there are comparatively
fewer ethnic courses taught now than
there were seven years ago when he
first got to SJSU.
He measured that by the scarcity of
students majoring in ethnic courses
and the increasing need for teachers in
that area.
"The spirit of America has become
more self-centered and individually based than group-based," Bundy said.
"I am saddened by it because I
believe the purpose of education is to
transform the society into a better
place," he said.
Bundy has lived up to that belief so
far.
He participates in many programs
that help to make it easier for other
students to get into college and cope
with school once they’re there.
This includes such diverse programs as the Academic Support
Program for Increased Retention in
Education, A.S.P.I.R.E., designed to
help students become successful,
Summer Bridge, for first time freshmen who may have difficulty making
the transition from high school to college, and Upward Bound.
Bundy said he tries to help students
who have the kind of potential he had,
but haven’t had his kind of opportunities.
In essence, Bundy will do anything
he can "to help students become motivated and graduate."
Bundy also serves as adviser to a
Chicano fraternity and African student
organizations at SJSU.
"He’s like a student voice. He

thinks from students’ standpoint," said
business major Kathy Taylor who has
worked with Bundy for a year and a
half.
Saffold, who plays basketball with
Bundy, described him as a vibrant,
knowledgeable and insightful person.
"When I walk with him on campus, I see the response from the students," Saffold said. "He gets a lot of
respect from students. He’s concerned.
This is a large university and can be
an unfriendly place. As a student, you
need a friend who is at a level of some
influence."
That is a quality Saffold said he
admires in Bundy and tries to achieve
for himself.
Saffold said Bundy hasn’t forgotten
his struggle, so he wants to be there
for students.
Saffold said he believed Bundy
must get angry from time to time, but
he has never seen that side of him.
"I keep saying to myself, ’I want to
see him mad!’ But I’ve never seen him
really upset with someone," Saffold
said.
"He projects such an image of control you can never tell he is (rustrated,"
he said.
Playing basketball probably has
something to do with Bundy’s mildmannered exterior. It is therapeutic
and releases a lot of stress, said
Saffold.
"He doesn’t let that side of him
come out. We know it’s there. He just
chuckles things off," Taylor said.
No doubt, with all the organizations he is a part of, as well as his
time-consuming job, Bundy is a very
busy man. But he can always make
himself available, according to his
staff, students and colleagues.
He probably makes himself too
available, said Bundy’s secretary
Christina Fernandez, who thinks
Bundy needs to prioritize his schedule.
"I admire that, because he is a family man, but if there is a meeting, he
will be there," Saffold said.

SJSU student leaders also attended the
meeting, but did not participate in the
protest.
Outside, the students erected cardboard shanty towns in mock representation of what would happen if the
fees were passed.
"If you increase fees, you’re liable
to make me go homeless," Stewart
Bruce, a senior majoring in geography at Long Beach State, told committee members.
"Support education," Bruce said.
"It should be free like it was in 1975"
he said.
Expressing her anger and determination, Kim Williams, A.S. President,
Cal State Los Angeles, told committee
members she was shedding her heels
and putting on her boots.
"If you vote for the 40 percent
increase, we will basically walk out
and march up to Sacramento," she
said.
"If you think this is over, I will
fight until every strength is taken
away," Williams said. "I will lead
every student up to Sacramento and it
will not pass."
California Federation President
Patrick Nichols asked for more time to
present a different package. "A fee

increase of any magnitude will not go
through in Sacramento," he said.
"There’s still time to put forth a
plan that we can present with a
straight face," Nichols said.
Vitti said he understood the plight
of students, but said "this situation is
not the creation of the trustees. We
sympathize and relate with everything
that’s been said here."
But he said that without additional
funding "a real travesty occurs" with
students not getting into classes.
Those students, he said, would not
be able to graduate and then blend into
the work force. "That’s a real loss,"
Vitti said.
"We are voting our conscience," he
told the audience. "We have the students at heart"
SJSU counselor, Wiggsy Sivertsen,
who attended the meeting, compared
the CSU system to a family "in great
crisis."
"We spend more money on prisons
than on students. We need to go to
Sacramento as a family in a combined
effort," Sivertsen said.
"Without education, we are a state
of impoverished people. We are the
CSU family. Table the motion without
further discussion," she said.

QUOTES: Campus reactions
From Front Page
fee increase." Rafael Robles, senior
advertising major. Robles said he will
be graduating in May.
"I obviously don’t like the fee
increase. I just hope that it won’t
pass" Mohammed Afzalzadeh,
sophomore computer science major.
Afzalzadeh said he thinks education is
as important to life as health and
shelter.
"Now we really are starving students."
Barbara Gotcher, graduate
student in theatre arts.
"It’s OK, it’s my last semester.
I’m out of here. I lucked out."
Tracey Pacheco, graduate student in
English. Pacheco, a single parent, said
she had hoped to return to SJSU next
year to get her master’s degree but
doubts that she will able to afford the
fees.
"Its a pity, but it’s only to be
expected. There really is no escape"
Dawn Evans,
graduate student in
counselor education. Evans said she
believed the state’s educational budget
problems began with the tax revolt of
1978 and Proposition 13.

’It’s rubbish. I don’t see the service being
improved ...What am I paying for?’
Barry Hawkins
Junior radio, television and filni inapt
"It’s rubbish. I don’t see the service being improved. I don’t see any
increased return on my investment.
What am I paying for?" Barry
Hawkins, junior radio, television and
film major. Hawkins is the fund raising director for KSJS, SJSU’s campus
radio station.
"It’s too bad, but if we don’t have
(the fee increase) we would have 500
to 700 less classes at SJSU next year.
It’s a very discouraging situation.
Anyone who complains about
increased fees, and also benefits from
Prop. 13, is a hypocrite." John
Engell, English professor. Engell
called Preposition 13, "the most unfair
measure I’ve ever beard of"
"It’s OK to increase fees when
you’re getting the services (in return).

It’s increased too much, too quickly."
Terri Bemaciak, senior accounting
major. Bernaciak said she was lucky
that she belonged to a "decent, middle-class family," who could afford to
send her through college.
"(Students) have to look at where
the fee increase money is going
towards." David Kahn, theatre arts
professor. Kahn said that if students
take six years to graduate they will be
paying more fees in the long run.
"Ameze Washington did not work
on behalf of the students. Students
with family support suffer hardships,
but single parents suffer double hardships." Cheryl White, senior marketing major. White is a single parent.
Daily staff writer Christal
Niederer contributed to this report

MONEY FOR THE MUSIC

Judge stops Oregon logging,
becomes friend to spotted owl
PORI1,AND, Ore. (AP)
A federal judge issued a preliminary injunction Wednesday blocking all logging
in old-growth forests on U.S. Bureau
of land Management property.
U.S. I)istrict Judge Helen Frye
took the action in a longstanding lawsuit by 11 environmental groups.
The lawsuit contends that the BLM
violated provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act by failing to
do an environmental statement detailing the impact of old -growth logging
on northern spotted owl habitat.
Frye earlier had issued a temporary
restraining order halting the logging.
The preliminary injunction is to
remain in effect until she rules on the
merits of the case later this spring. She
gave the plaintiffs and the BI.M until
Feb. 25 to file a motion for summary
judgment and indicated she plans to
rule within 60 days. The plaintiffs
want the logging stopped until the
environmental statement is completed.
A timber industry spokesman
warned of dire consequences of the
ruling.
-Ibis injunction is a nail in the coffin of the economies of Western
Oregon," said Ralph Saperstein, vice
president of the Northwest Forestry
Association. ’Ten thousand jobs are at
stake as a result of this action."
"It couldn’t come at a worse time,"
he said. "Lumber prices and plywood
prices are nearly at record high levels,
yet the timber supply is also at record
low levels."

Ile noted that the sales scheduled
for the early part of this year had been
approved by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife So-vice.
"This action actually circumvents
the Endangered Species Act,"
Saperstein said.
But Vic Sher, attorney for the
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, said
the BLM did not provide the Fish and
Wildlife Service with complete information on the sales and their impact
on the owl.
"Ile decision to stonewall on this
issue for the last five years is what’s
brought BLM to this situation
now,’ Sher said. "II has no one to
blame but itself."
In a 17-page opinion that accompanied the order. Frye cited a ruling last
year by U.S. District Judge William
1)wyer that halted old-growth logging
on national forest land for similar reasons.
"This court is bound by the laws of
Congress and judicial precedent." Frye
Wrote.

The preliminary injunction blocks
24 timber sales awarded by the BI.M
since Ike. 31 and 23 sales scheduled
to be offered in February and March,
Frye’s opinion said.
Logging had begun on two of the
sales but has stopped.ITwo other sales
initially were blocked by the temporary restraining order but have been
allowed to resume in a deal worked
out by lawyers for PacifiCorp and the
environmental groups.

The two sales are being logged to
clear the way for a power transmission
line in southwestern Oregon.
If Frye’s final ruling on the merits
of the MSC is in favor of the environmentalism it also would apply to the
44 timber sales that are being considered for exemption from the
Endangered Species Act by the Bush
administration’s Endangered Species
Committee, known as the "God
Squad"
"It confirms that the God Squad
should never have been convened,"
Sher said of Frye’s decision
Wednesday. "Since complaince with
NEPA is a prerequisite to granting of
an exemption by the God Squad, I
think the handwriting is on this wall
pretty clearly."
The environmental groups argued
that scientific evidence indicated that
further logging of old -growth forests
on BLM land would damage spotted
owl habitat. Frye agreed.
"The court finds that there is evidence which supports plaintiffs’ claim
that further loss of northern spotted
owl habitat will more likely than not
have an adverse effect upon the survival of the northern spotted owl as a
species," Frye ruled. "The loss of habitat is irreparable injury."
The loss of habitat, Frye said, is a
compelling reason to require the BLM
to make its timber sale plans subject to
public review and hearings under provisions of the National Environmental
Policy Act.

Scott Sady

Itoh I ucas reaches for a Dr. Suess T-shirt
among the paraphernalia at the KSJS

flatly staff photographer

fundraiser next to the Student Union.
Lucas donated his time to help KSJS.
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MEXICO CITY (AP) - The government
Wednesday ordered many cars off the streets
and cut factory production after pollution
soared to near-record levels for the third time
this month over one the world’s most contaminated cities.
Meanwhile, engineers began studying a
politician’s plan to have gargantuan fans blast
poisons from the thin air over this city of 16
million people.
Five thousand factories were told to cut
production by 30 percent, asphalt plants were
ordered closed and half of official cars were
ordered off the streets by the Metropolitan
Commission for the Prevention and Control
of Air Pollution.
The commission acted Tuesday afternoon,
when ozone levels hit 310 points on an openended government scale - just over 0.35
parts per million. That is about triple the U.S.
standard and four times what California permits.
Commission spokesman Francisco
Ramirez said the restrictions continued
Wednesday and early indications showed
much cleaner air.
It was the third time this month that ozone
levels topped 300 points, a wave of contamination that followed one of the clearest

5

Januaries in memory.
Ozone hit a record of 342 points on Feb. 6,
followed by 332 points on Feb. 10, said
Sergio Guerrero of the federal Department of
Urban Development and Ecology.
Ozone levels topped 300 points four times
all of last year. By comparison, Los Angeles
last year never imposed the second-stage alert
mandated by similar ozone levels.
Novelist Homero Aridjis, head of the environmentalist Group of 100, said much of the
city’s ozone problem "is a crime of the gasoline." The city began using more oxygen in
its gasoline several years ago to compensate
for reductions in lead, which had been a
major problem.
"Last year it exceeded the standard (0.11
parts per million) for 1,400 hours," Aridjis
said of the ozone. "It shouldn’t even be one
hour a year."
On Wednesday, researchers at the national
university’s Engineering Institute met to begin
studies of a plan to blast smog out of the city
with giant fans.
Mayor Manuel Carnacho Solis endorsed
the studies on Tuesday, although the idea was
proposed by a political rival, Hebert Castillo,
who heads the Mexico City branch of the
opposition Revolutionary Democratic Party.
Castillo, an engineer, proposed building
100 fans, each covering 2.5 acres, to blast
through the inversion layer that traps pollution
in this 7,200-foot valley ringed by volcanic
peaks as high as 17,800 feet.

MOUTIERS, France (AP) - Consider
the plight of the Olympic broadcaster from
what was the Soviet Union. There are no
national flags, no stirring anthems, no familiar
symbols to beam back home.
Even the generic name they are stuck with,
the Unified Team, creates something of an
identity crisis.
"I do not know how to call my own country," said Alexendre Goumoff, a Russian
Alpine ski commentator who is a late-night
news anchor in Moscow. "I usually say us,
our country, our athletes.
"I don’t call it the Unified Team. It’s
stupid.... I don’t call it the Commonwealth of
Independent States. I hate the sound of the
word," he said. "We’ve been renaming it
every other week. Everybody is sure this
name won’t last."
Gournoff is mildly bewildered by the
world’s fascination with the Unified Team’s
identity and the absence of national flags and
anthems.
"You are referring to it legally," he said. "I
am referring to it emotionally. It’s a great
achievement we made it to the Olympics. The
question of the flag is secondary. The fact is
we came here."
The Albenvillo Winter Games mark the
first time two companies from the former
Soviet Union are working together to broadcast the Olympics. Goumoff’s channel, the
State Television & Radio Company of Russia,
was created in the wake of the independence
movement. The other channel is the
Company of Ostanldno.
Together they cover about 140 athletes on
the Unified Team, about 95 percent of them
Russian. While most of its members are not
well-known in the West, the team has its stars,
such as Raisa Smetanina, who captured a
record 10th Olympic medal this week in the
cross-country relay, days before her 40th
birthday.
For generations, athletes like Smetanina
were perceived as cogs in a Soviet muscle
machine that won a whopping 194 medals in
32 years.
Goumoff said Albenville will offer his
compatriots the chance to dispel this myth of
themselves as mindless robots. In these
Games, the athletes are presented back bornemore as individuals than representatives of a
monolith.

o Worldfocuses

Jackson cuts
Africa trip
short

Olympians
have no flag or
anthem

0 Smog alert
prompts fan
plan

Thursday, February 20, 1992

SJSU WEATHER: TODAY- Mostly cloudy, with a chance of showers, highs in the
upper 60s. TOMORROW - Partly cloudy, with highs in the upper 60s.
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on President
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NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) - Pop superstar
Michael Jackson left Africa today, cutting
short a four-nation private tour that became
bogged down in misunderstandings and bad
publicity.
It was unclear what caused Jackson to
leave Tanzania without going on a planned
safari and skipping a scheduled trip to Kenya
altogether.
Local reports said urgent business forced
him to fly directly to London. Publicists for
Jackson in New York and Los Angeles said
they were unaware of the change in plans and
could provide no details.
Whatever the reasons, the 33-year-old
singer-songwriter cut short a trip that threatened to become a public relations nightmare
due apparently to misinterpreted gestures and
erroneous reports.
In Ivory Coast, irate newspaper editorials
accused the star of insulting the West African
nation by frequently touching his nose, suggesting he did not like the country’s smell.
One of two aides traveling with Jackson
rejected the suggestion, describing Jackson’s
nose-touching as the nervous twitch of a shy
person.
"Under no circumstances would we be
here if we thought your country smelled. You
are our roots," Bob Jones told reporters in the
Ivory Coast’s capital, Abidjan.
Jackson was crowned honorary "King of
the Sanwis" on a golden throne Saturday in
an Ivory Coast village.
But unrest also marred his visit when
police attacked a crowd outside his hotel on
Thursday. Authorities said anti-government
protesters had infiltrated the crowd.
Paramilitary troops in riot gear accompanied Jackson during his outings.
From Ivory Coast, Jackson and his
entourage of nearly 40 flew to the East
African nation of Tanzania aboard a private
plane Monday.
Upon arrival, he was greeted by Foreign
Minister Ahmed Hassan Diria and received
flowers from Diria’s granddaughters before
climbing into a waiting car for the trip to the
hotel, according to the U.S. Embassy, which
had a representative at the airport to greet
Jackson.

Commentators around the world concentrated on the presumed loser in the New
Hampshire primary: "Bush, punched in the
belly," as Mexico’s government-owned El
Nacional newspaper put it.
"Bush is in trouble, in big trouble, said the
little heart of America," wrote Vittorio
Zucconi, U.S. correspondent for Rome’s liberal newspaper la Repubblica.
Japanese Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa
told Japanese reporters, "1 thought President
Bush would be able to win more than 60 percent But Mr. Buchanan won’t be able to do
so well in the other states."
The Paris newspaper Le Monde said
Buchanan was no isolated phenomenon, but
had made use of an "America First" appeal

NEWS QUIZ
live correct - news stud. Three
to four - reads USA Today. One
U) two - Where have you been?
0 Hoy/ many students stormed
the office of SJSU Interim
President J. Handel Evans?
A How close did Buchanan
come to beating President
Bush.
A What new channel is Ted
Turner launching?
0 Why will Canseco be a week
late to spring training?
A Which movie made the most
money last week?
ANSWERS: 1) 120 students 2) Buchan.
got 40 percent of the Republican vote 3) a 24
hot"’ all-eartoon channel 4) personal problems 5)
Wayne’s World

Edited by John Vierta, Daily staff writer
From Associated Press Wire Services
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FAX: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services thrtirtised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings ar not approved or
varleird by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WANTED- PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week as a
Commune’, Friend, providing social
support to those suffering from
mental illness. Great
experience for pSych. majors.
We train. (40P) 436-0606
88,000.000. MDICAL /HEALTH
Insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California.
Rates as low as $20 per month.
A Dental Care plan is also mailable
for as little as $4 75 per month
To apply for coverages. Call
(408) 252-7300.
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
Books and unique African gins
463 So. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, CA. 95128.279-3342.
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office smuts. teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see
A S Office or
Call 9006553225
EARN $8111 for your fraternrty,
sorority, club or business by selling
silkscreened t shirts or sweatshirts
w/ your canton design or logo
(6 color men) Quality printing
conveniently located in Santa Clara
Call Beelnetorm Gabbles for a
quote today"’ 4964343.
SPARTAN DAILY
ADVERTISING GETS RESULTS!
AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED!!!
Get free grants up to $500,000.
from US Gov’t and not pay a penny
back! Get 10-20 secured credit
cards at only 8% with $4000.
instant credit Complete listing of
govt job openings from $251,63k.
For information write to: I.C.S. Box
3205. Saratoga. CA. 95070.1205
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More than
$1,000,000.000. in financial aid is
evadable to students annually.
I.C.S. Corp. can find 6 to 25
sources of financial assistance
geared specifically to you. For free
and complete information, write to
IC S. Corp. P.O. Box 3205
Saratoga CA. 95070
’Time is a terrible Ming to waste.’
Do It now

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good driers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good DrIvers
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200.
$50.
86 VW
87 Mercedes
$100.
65 Mustarg
$50.
Choose from thousands starting
at $25. FREE 24 hour recording
reveals details. 801-3792929
Copyright 8 CA29111C.

FOR SALE
RAPE I ASSAULT!
PROTECT YOURSELF. Compact.
legal stun guns will stop any
attacker. For brochure: Send large
sass to: HJH Associates, PO.
Box 33144, Los Gatos, CA 95031.

HELP WANTED
THE ORIGINAL CRAB HOUSE
Now hiringCooks
’Bartenders
’Servers w/ Dinner House exp
-Mrn. 2 weekday batch avail
Apply in person, 2-4 wkdays
5506 Monterey Rd
(at Blossom Hill)
in Monterey Plaza
CAMP COUNSELOR:
Rouen% It Day Camp in SF & East
Bay is hiring for Surnmer 1992!
(510) 283-3878.
Send resume to: P.O. Box 1266
Orincla, CA. 94563.
RETAIL/CUSTOMER SERVICE
200 New Jobs for New Year.
Inter’, housewares chain. PT. Ft,
flex. hrs.. eves. & weekends poss.
No exp. sec. Will train!
GUARANTEED MINIMUM
STARTING PAY RATE $11.25.
Students: paid internships &
scholarships avert. 977-3661.
87.00-8.00 PER HOUR
Fulitime or Parttime
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS.
Excellent benefits
Credit union
Vacation pay.
Free uniforms or non unrformed.
Referral bonus.
Apply: Mon.. Fri. 8 am. 5 pm
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
Betw, San Tomes/Olcott near 101.
LEAGUE SUPERVISOR wanted to
plan, emplement, and evaluate
leagues and tournaments for Associated Students Leisure Services
Intramural Sports. Must have sayer.
lance organizing Individual & team
sports Must have or take first aid
& CPR Must be current student,
work.study welcome. Approx. 20
hr/wk afternoons, eves, & whends.,
flexible. oncarnpus. $6.05 - $6.40
per hour Apply by Feb. 28, Student
Actrotes & Services 924-5950
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions Great benefits Call
800 338.3388 Eat P3310
MAMA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Earn $5000 + /rno Free
transportation! Room & board, Over
8,000 openings Male or Female
For employment progrern call
1.206-545-4155 ext. 317
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
female roommate to km with as
companion For further information.
call Brian, after 4pm, at 298.2308

$40,000/YR1 READ BOOKS
and TV scripts. Fill out simple
like/dont like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at horns, beach. vacations
Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording.
801-379-2925.
Copyright H CA29KEB.
PHYS. ED TEACHER FOR
children from 2-10 years. Exp and
car req. Travel to preschools and
daycare centers. Part time weekday
mornings Flexible schedule.
9974.997 or 996-8955
MNE
Marketing Network Enterprises
Full and part time positions
avariabel. Flexible hours.
Onthejob traineg No experience
needed. Call now to schedule
a job appointment
(408) 363-8554.
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT
(Located on Light Red)
Accepting applications for parttime cashier and kitchen positions.
Fun, fast-paced atmosphere Must
be energetic. enthusiastic, dependable and neat in appearance Apply
in person at PASTA MIA:
2565 No Forst Street (at Trimble)
PETITION CIRCULATORS NEEDED
Earn $6.00 - $12.00 per hour!
Will train Full or part time.
Flemble hours. Paid deity.
Campaign Management Services
(408)248-7406
PRIVATE PRESCHOOL
in downtown San lose seeks
afternoon TEACHER w/ mm 12
units ECE cap and pro-school
AIDE w/ min 6 units ECE
for morning program
Call Lauren 286-1533
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 1992?
Earn $500. - $1000. weekly
stuffing envelopes For details:
Rush $1.00 with SASE to 01H Group Inc.
1.019 Lk, Sherwood*
Orlando, Fl. 32818
SUMMER MOW. INTERNSHIP
interviews now taking place Gain
valuable experience managing all
aspects of a successful business
Average gross profit $11,287
Last chance for interviews
Call Triple ’A’ Student Painters for
information now 1.8003946000
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs Earn up to $1000 in one
week. Plus receive a $1000 bonus
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just
for calling 1800-9320528 ere 65

ROOM 4 RENT $272. Mo..1/3 util
$200. dep. W/D. Female preferred
Lease message at 794-8347.

SERVICES
SO% discount on all PERMANENT
COSMETICS by TRISH. Enhance
your natural beauty!! EYE LINEREYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
SCARS BLENDED. Expires 5.3142.
4083793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave 017
Campbell. Ca. 95008.
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subjects Paper, thesis
development assistance
Qualified writers.
Editing. Resumes
Work guaranteed. Reasonable
Berkeley (510) 841,5036

7505. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bdrm/2 birth Start $745.
Walk or ride bike to school.
Cable TV available. Laundry
facades Security entrance
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
Call Richard or Denise at 288.9157
or leave message for manager.

SPRING BREAK 92- MAZATLAN
April 13 - April 17.
Round trip air
Centrally located hotels
Student discounts available
From SFO - $399
Offer expires 2/28 - Call today!
Class Travel -(415) 3444543.

MEN - WOMEN - BARE IT ALLY
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop shaving. waving tweezing, or
using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. RACK-CHESTLIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC
Students & faculty 15% drscount.
1st. spot. 1/2 price it made by
5/31/92. Hair Today Gone
Tomorrow. 621 E. Campbell Ave.
017, Campbell. (408)379-3500.
Gwen, Trish or Marilee.
Registered Eectrologists

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year,
graduate, summer and
internship programs in Perth,
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne
Programs start at $3520
Call 14004783696,

WORDPROCESSING
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing, Term papers
reports, group papers, resumes,
letters, theses. laserprinter,
etc All formats plus APA.
Spellcheck, punctuation &
grammar assistance
All veirk guaranteed’
Call PAM 247.2681, 8arn 8pm
for worry free professional
dependable service

TRAVE

FUND FINDERS WILL F1ND ANY
student financial aid regardless of
academic or financial background
Call for info packet today
1-800343FUND

AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SEN.
VICE TO SANZOSEI Beginning Dec
12, try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains
to Sacramento, leaving San Jose at
635am., 12.10 pm & 5 10pm
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis.
From Sacramento, Amtrak bums
continue directly to Auburn / Cortex
/ Truckee, Grass Valley, and
Marysville / Orovtlle / Chico / Red
Bluff / Reddtng. One Amtrak ticket
covers both train and bus One-way
fare to Sacramento $23 Jan -April
roundtrips only $24. most days. 3
daily departures also available from
San Jose to Fresno / Hanford /
Bakersfield via direct Amtrak bus to
trainsocie at Stockton.Call 1-800
USA.RAIL for information

GUARANTEED SCHOLARSHW
Swore. Need financial assistance?
Don’t believe you gualrty because
you can’t establish financial need
or your GPA isn’t high enough?
Then try our service. Our service
guarantees each student a min"
inure of $1,700 or your money
back. Call Refi at (510) 794,9076.
FREE COLOR ANALYSIS,
makeover & stun care analysis
Professional image consuttant
Quality products at
40-75% less than retail.
Small groups or individuals.
Call Tracy 947 1537

I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
Term papers, letters, resumes.
Loc. near Moorpark & Saratoga.
Cell Mary lane - 98971119.
GRAD STUDENTS! Call Marsha
at 266.9448 for assistance with all
phases of Thesis/Project
preparation Editing (grammar,
punctuation, sentence structure),
tables. graphs, laser printing.
(Resume service also available).
International Students welcome!
Willow Glen area
Hours 7 a in 8 30 p.m.

STUDENT PAPERS & RESUMES.
Call Mrs Morton 266-9448. E spar.
tise on APA, MLA. Turabian formats
Will edit for correct grammar,
ponctuatton. & sentence structure,
prepare tables, and graphs,
print out in attractive laser type.
(Will also edit your DOS disk )
International Students Welcome’
Willow Glen Bea Hrs. 7e- 8 30p.
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familiar with APA/Turabran
formats Science and English
papers our speciatty. Free spell
check/storage Low-cost editing
and graphics. Resumes and
other services available,
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia
251-0449
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work. APA &
Turabian Desktop Publishing.
Graphic Design & Layout.
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oekricige Mail
2244395.
ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY
Let THE RIGHT TYPE solve
your wordprocessing woes’
Reasonable rates
Evenings and weekends
Willow Glen area
Ask about specials’
Cam (408) 266-1460
WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED.
PAPERS - $1 90/pg. and up
RESUMES - $12 00 and up
Laser Printer - Spell Check
English problems a specialty,

Open evenings and weekends
Minutes from campus!
408/2544565
CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professional
wordprocessing Theses, term
papers, group protects, etc
All formats including APA
Quick return
Transcription sermces available
Almaden / Branham area
Phone 2644504
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes, letters, reports All formats Steno
sevrce Pick up and delivery for
large jobs. 20 years
experience MA in English
Call Margaret,
8 am to 8 pm.
at 251-6775
GINA’S WORDPROCESSING
Experienced & Affordable
Term papers Theses. Manuscripts
WordPerfect 5.1.
Call 338-6038.
PROFESSIONAL
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE.
Theses, term papers, reports
resumes, letters
Save time - Fax your edits to me
Quick return
15 years experience
WordPerfect 5.1, Laser printout
Call Merle at
971-6231
IMPROVE YOUR GPA, PROF. W/P
Resumes, theses, papers, busness
plans. Grammar /weer*
Transcription Laser printer.
FREE Pick up & delivery
Low rates.
(408) 747-0335

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

DOOODOODOODOODOODECHIMODOOODOEIE1
EJODEIDOEMOODOEIOCIODOODOODECOODOO
DOODOODEIDOODODOODOODOMODODOOE1
DEMODOODEIDOODOODOODOODOODODOOD
Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

One
Day

HOUSING
2 BEDROOM APT. $760 /MONTH.
Close in
Modern building
Free basic cable service
Secure parking
Elevator
Laundry room
11 00 am. to 100 pm 295-6893
Village Apartments. 576S. Stir Sr

COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
Eigelltty regardless of grades
and income for most
*Minimum 7 sources guraranteed
Over $10 billion in
ornate sector Old.
For free info call:
408 927,9299

Two
Days

3

LINES ON ONE DAY

Three Four
Days Days

Five
Days

Address

Clly,Slate

3 lines

$5.00 $6.00

$700

$8.00

$900

4 lines

$600 97.00

$8.00

$900

510 00

5 lines

$7.00 $13.00

$9.00

$1000 $11 00

6 lines

58.00 $9.00

$10.00 ti1.00 512 00

Each additional line: $1 00
Each additional day: St .00

SEMESTER RATES,

ALL ISSUES

5-9 lines: $70.00 * 10-14 Imes: $90.00
15-19 lines: $110.00

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

A

Please check
your classification:
Announcements
Automotive
Computers
For Sale

Phone

Greek

(

Help Wanted

SEND CHECK OR Mr )NEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149

Housing

Class/fied desk e located in Dwight Rental Hall Room 209
Deadline Two days before publication
II Consecutive pubhcalkire dales only II No refunds on cancelled ads

Lost and Found
Services
Stereo
Travel
_Wordprocessing
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Piraro displays some
unpredictable moves
riii

JOHNSON
.,

CODA

C’onstantino’s grand
slain lifts Spartans
over Stanford 7-6
Piraro has never been
known for doing things
Sam
strictly "by the book." In the
Spartans’ amazing 7-6
comeback victory over No. 8
Stanford at Sunken Diamond
Tuesday, the SJSU head baseball
coach all but threw out the
proverbial "book," proving once
again why he’s a baseball coach and
not a librarian.
Tuesday’s game against the
Cardinal showcased two teams with
similar playing styles but markedly
different game experience. While
both teams rely on speed, defense
and pitching this season, Stanford
had played 12 games, posting a 9-3
record, and were coming off a
sweep of nationally ranked
Pepperdine last weekend.
Conversely, SJSU hadn’t played
in a week, and had managed to get
only five games under its belt,
winning four. It was obvious the
Spartans probably couldn’t plan on
beating the Cardinal straight up and,
for the rust eight innings, they
couldn’t.
SJSU needed an edge. That edge
turned out to be the unpredictability
of the Spartan head coach.
SJSU trailed Stanford 6-3 with
two runners on base and no outs in
the top of the ninth inning when
Piraro threw Stanford his curve.
With the Care,nal’s ace reliever
Aaron Dorlarque l. 1 the mound,
Piraro sent up senior reserve Pete
D’Errico to pinch hit for leadoff
batter Mark O’Brien.
There were several reasons why
the move had at least one reporter
scratching his head. While O’Brien
went into the game batting just .100
and was hitless through the first
eight innings Tuesday, it would be
D Errico’s first at-bat of the season.
Also, while O’Brien is a switchhitter who would bat from the left
side of the plate against the righthanded Dorlarque, D’Errico hits
exclusively from the right side and
would enjoy no such advantage.
more significantly.
Even
O’Brien is a quick, heady
baserunner who is unlikely to
hit into a double play while
D’Errico is not the speediest of
players.
If D’Errico hits into a double
play, suddenly SJSU goes from
having two runners on with no out
to having one runner on with two
out.

If Jason Bugg, waiting on deck,
doesn’t prolong the inning,
designated hitter Kraig Constantino,
who had already blasted a home run
earlier in the game, doesn’t come to
the plate with a chance to tie the
game.
As if all that wasn’t enough,
taking O’Brien out of the lineup
also deprived SJSU of its best
defensive player.
Even though he committed the

’When I saw that
(ground) ball go
out (to second
base), I thought
Uh-oh, hat it
came up smelling
like a rose and
that doesn’t
happen often.’
Sam Piraro
SIM I head baseball coach

Spartans’ only error of the game by
letting an eighth inning ground ball
scoot through his legs, O’Brien is
the mainstay of the SJSU infield.
He turned a couple of double
plays earlier in the game with nearprofessional smoothness.
Even if the Spartans somehow
managed to tie the game or go
ahead, who would fill the vital
second base position for the
Spartans?
The evidence piled up.
Conventional wisdom said play it
safe. Let O’Brien and Bugg hit.
Even if they both make outs,
Constantino comes to the plate with
a chance to tie, and the defense is
still intact.
But Piraro had his own reason for
sending up D’Errico. The compact
D’Errico possesses far more power
than O’Brien does and has the
ability to take a pitch deep. Piraro
figured two shots at tying the game
were better than one.
It was a chance. A slim chance to
be sure, but a chance and Piraro
took it.
"It had been going through my
mind since the seventh inning,"
Piraro said.
"(D’Errico) had to be the tying
run. If not, he doesn’t hit. I had to
go for the gusto."
D’Errico didn’t play into either
scenario. He struck out.
Piraro hadn’t lost, yet, but he
hadn’t won either. Yet.
Now it was Marquess’s turn to
gamble.
Should he leave Dorlarque in
against the switch-bitting Bugg?
Dorlarque is the Cardinal’s regular
closer but he was working on his
fourth inning of the game and
showed signs of fatigue. Marquess
left Dorlarque in. Bugg walked.
Now Marquess was stuck. The
tying run was on first base and
coming to the plate was
Constantino, the go-ahead run.
Should he pull Dorlarque against the
right-handed Constantino?
At 6-foot-5 and 235 pounds.
there was no question Constantino
had the ability to win the game.
He’d already displayed his power
earlier in the game with a majestic
drive that nailed the apartment
houses behind the left field fence.
It had to be in the back of
Marquess’s mind that it was
Dorlarque who surrendered a gamewinning ninth-inning home run to
SJSU’s Ken Henderson at Sunken
Diamond last season but Marquess
had nobody better in his bullpen.
Dorlarque was his best and, in
fact had struck out Constantino
earlier in the game with two wicked
curves and a blistering fastball.
Lightning couldn’t strike his pitcher
again, could it?
If Marquess had happened to
glance up in the stands Tuesday and
see Henderson himself gazing at the
proceedings, the Stanford coach
might have thought twice. But,
again, he left Dorlarque in. And
paid for it.
After Constantino rounded the
bases and the Spartan bench
had moved its celebration
from home plate to the SJSU
dugout, someone in the Stanford
press box muttered, "Geer, they act
like they just won the College World
Series.’
Perhaps not, but they’d just
beaten the eighth-ranked team in the
nation on their own field, and that’s
not bad.

SPORTS

SPARTAN DAILY

No. 8 Stanford falls to SJSU
Cardinal gives
up last-inning
blast for win
By Brian Harr
Daily staff writer

The Spartan baseball team has
made a believer of the Stanford
Cardinal ,and proved once again that it
ain’t over ’til it’s over.
Down by three runs in the top of
the ninth Tuesday, SJSU’s Kraig
Constantino stepped up with the bases
loaded. He hammered a hanging
curveball from Stanford reliever Aaron
Dorlarque over the Sunken Diamond’s
left-center field fence for a comefrom-behind 7-6 victory over eighthranked Stanford.
"We usually don’t go that long with
Aaron," Stanford Head Coach Mark
Marquess said, "He normally goes
only one or two innings, he was just
getting tired."
"I knew he was throwing two
pitches," Constantino said, "I was
gearing for the fastball but looking for
the curvehe hung it a little:’
Constantino went 3 for 5, including
a single, two home runs, six RBIs and
two runs scored.
Constantino isn’t the only one who
has rained on Dorlanque’s parade. Last

season, Dorlarque gave up a ninthinning, game-winning home run to
SJSU’s Ken Henderson at Stanford’s
Sunken Diamond.
Both teams were scoreless through
two innings. Spartan shortstop David
/Amiga led off the top of the third with
a base hit off the shortstop’s glove.
Second baseman Mark O’Brien sacrifice bunted Zuniga to second, then
center fielder Jason Bugg drove
Zuniga home with a single just out of
the leaping Stanford second baseman’s
reach.
When Stanford’s right fielder
missed the cut-off man, Bugg reached
second. Constantino came up and hit
one out of the park to straight-away
left field. Stanford left fielder David
Cornell didn’t move. Both of
Constantino’s home runs were what
Will Clark calls "no doubters."
The Cardinal, trailing 3-0 came
back to score two in the third, via a
leadoff walk, and scored one in the
fourth to tie it up. It stayed knotted up
through six and a half innings, until
another lead-off walk by Spartan
pitching and a sacrifice fly by Cardinal
catcher Mark Skeels untied it.
Stanford speedster Jeffrey
Hammonds reached by way of an
error in the eighth. He stole second
without a throw, then stole third standing up. Although he didn’t score as a
result, he increased his stolen base
totals to 13 steals in 14 attempts for

Canseco snubs spring
training until deadline
Jose
SAN JOSE (AP)
Canseco risks only Oakland
Athletics manager Tony La Russa’s
displeasure, not official sanction,
for his decision not to report to
spring training until the March 4
mandatory deadline.
But he may not get off without a
brush with the law, which he called
his "most humiliating experience,"
after allegedly bashing into his
wife’s BMW with his Porsche.
In a story published Wednesday,
Canseco told the San Jose Mercury
News that he won’t report to training camp voluntarily next week as
requested by management.
"According to the rules, I can’t
be fined," he said in a telephone
interview from his home in Miami.
La Russa wasn’t happy with
Canseco’s decision.
"He’s going to miss some
work," La Russa said. "Hopefully
he’ll be ready to play."
Canseco says he’s in the best
shape of his life, his injured back
has recovered and he’s pain-free.
He also said he had slimmed down
to 225 pounds, 25 below last year’s
weight when he reported to training
camp.

Can.seco was hooked for investigation of aggravated battery after

the highway run-in last Thursday
with his wife, Esther. He says she
won’t press charges, but Florida
officials say the charges have not
been dropped and arraignment is
set for March 5.
"It was a very emotional scene
and things got out of C0181131," the
27-year-old Canseco said. "We got
too close and my car bumped hers.
It was not intentional and I did not
intend to harm Esther.
"It’s nobody’s business what we
were doing or arguing about," he
added. "It just so happens that
when I get into trouble the whole
world wants to know about it.
Some men beat their wives and no
one ever finds out about it:’
Canseco said he and Esther
have been living apart since the end
of last season, but speak daily and
are attempting a reconciliation.
They filed for divorce in January
1991 but withdrew the petition.
"I’m sure my teammates will
have fun with what I’ve been
through lately. Maybe they’ll have
a couple of crashed cars set up at
camp.’

Kraig Constantino
the season.
In the bottom of the eighth, another
lead-off walk by Spartan pitching followed by a single and a sacrifice bunt,
put Cardinal runners on second and
third.
SJSU pitcher Anthony Chavez
balked advancing both runners, then a
successful squeeze play looked to put
Stanford ahead to stay.
Throughout the game, Stanford’s
bench was making most of the noise,
but when the Spartans came up to bat
down by three in the top of the ninth,
they were making plenty of noise
themselves. David Miller walked to
lead off the rally, Zuniga singled really

igniting the Spartan bench.
Pete D’arico pinch-hit for O’Brien
and struck out swinging. Jason Bugg
came up and the rest of the Spartan
team was hanging on every pitch,
cheering the balls, booing the strikes,
until he finally walked, loading the
bases, sending the rest of the Spartan
team into a frenzy, and setting up
Constantino’s game-winning grand
slam.
"We came back against a nationally
ranked team, it’s good for the team’s
confidence to know that we can
always come back, even in enemy territory," Spartan Head Coach Sam
Piraro said.
With the victory, SJSU’s record
improved to 4-1, while Stanford’s
record fell to 9-4.
SJSU used seven pitchers Tuesday
to shut the Cardinal down, Jonathan
LaVine got the win and Mike Bausch,
who held Stanford in the bottom of the
ninth, got the save. Spartan pitching
gave up 10 walks on the day.
"Where we were rusty was on the
mound, our pitchers were a little out of
the strike zone, Stanford is disciplined,
they don’t swing at many bad pitches,"
Piraro said.
Dorlarque, who got the loss, had
not walked a batter in all six innings
he has pitched this season, but
Tuesday he gave up four bases on
balls.

The first 1,000 tickets to
SJSU men’s basketball
games are free to SJSU
students with a valid
I.D. at the Event Center

BREAKFAST
And Get 50 C Off W/Student I.D.
31.112)

80 E San Carlos St, Between 3rd & 2nd
947-1333
offer good thru February 29, "92

EPILOGUE: Somewhat
anticlimactically, Piraro sent starting
center fielder Bugg in to replace
O’Brien at second base for the
bottom of the ninth.
Bugg came through with a game
ending double play to snuff
Stanford’s last hope.
"When I saw that (ground) ball
go out (to second base), I thought
’11h-oh’," Piraro said.
"But it came out smelling like a
rose and that doesn’t happen often."

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP

#4,1
(01-17grk
rro14,84

AFTER
What is it

Irki)U TRIED

Jim Johnson’s baseball column
appears every Thursday

LEARN ABOUT LAW SCHOOL

With over 15 bus lines stopping within a 5 minute walk to
campus, there is a good chance that you could get to school
without the hassles of driving. We can show you the Way.
Why not give it a try?
To get started call 924-5467, or visit us in WSQ 115
You’ll be glad you did.

Altrans
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now taking place.

For information, call
TRIPLE A STUDENT PAINTERS
1 (800) 394-6000

Informational Meeting and Admissions Fair

.J

S-1- Dc
011

Il-

Time: 11:00 a.m -200 p.m
Place: San Jose State Univ.
Student Union, Umunhum Room
Co-Sponsor: SJSU Career Planning & Placement
Admissions fair allows you to talk to the low school recruiters and
Pick up application forms and literature on their schools

PARTICIPATING LAW SCHOOLS
All participating low sch,,,,is or

Run For A Student Government Office
Get Your Election Questions
Answered at the No Obligation

Information Sessions
4:00 Tues., Feb. 25th in A.S. Council Chambers (Student Union)
12:00 Wed., Feb. 26th in Almaden Room (Student Union)
(Associated Student Elections Are March 25th and 26th)

California Western
Golden Gate
Gonzaga University
lewis and Clark College
Pepperdine

approved by the American Bat Associatio
Santa Clara University
University of San Diego
University of Son Francisco
Whittier College

tr, art students
universities
and alumnin
of colleges and
this area
n
o
)
-in(
/

downtovv
midnight
Page 8

Your alternative transportation solution

Gain valuable experience managing all
aspects of a successful business.
Average gross profit $11,287
Interviews

Piano ba
newest c
hits dowr
Page 7

ISN’T IT ’FUME

A.1 Tr- ct ri, s
Try Blimpies New

CLUBS

Sttpro presents the Is: show of the
Talent Deserving Wider Recognition Series

SIDESADDLE
Thurs.
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Today:
Dance:

Disc jockey Spun will be spinning house, funk, hip-hop, and industrial music at FIX. Cover is $5, and free before 10:30 p.m. with a blackcard. Must be 21 to enter.
Campus: Professional adult storytelling with SJSU professor and performer
Bob Jenkins at the Studio Theater, at Fifth and San Fernando
Streets. Show begins at 7:30 p.m., admission is $4, and free for students. The comical show is titled "Getting Away with Nothing."
The Spartan men’s basketball team will take on the Fresno
Sports:
State Bulldogs at the Event Center arena at 7:45 p.m.. Admission
is free with student identification.

MarcioJ. Sanchez

Friday:

Velina Nurse
Scott Sady

Concerts:

The rock band Firehouse will be at the Cactus Club. Opening acts are
Run, Westy, Run and Oilfish. Doors open at 8:30 p.m., show starts at
9:15 p.m.. Tickets are $10, with no student discount.

DIRECTORS:
Michde Ball, advertising

Theater:

Hanh Schnittgrund, art director
Greg Campbell, production manager

ART7STS:

Movies:

"Devour the Snow," depicting the courtroom saga of the Donner party,
will be at the San Jose Stage Company. Show begins at 8 p.m.. Tickets
are $11 for students and $13 for general. Will continue through Feb. 23.
"Mindwalk," described as a "My Dinner with Andre" for the ’90s, will
be opening at the Camera 3 moviehouse.

Hanh Schnittgnmd

ACCOUNT EXECUT7VES:

Saturday:

Mike Cho
Necker: Patel

Campus:

Traceye Shaw
Nader Saghafi
Ryan Case

Comedy:
COVER PHOTOGRAPH:
Color Me Budd ’s Mark Calderon. Photo
by Velina Nurse Daily stair photographer

Danceworks ’92 will showcase contemporary works by Bay Area
choreographers at the Physical Education and Recreation Building,
room 219. An open discussion with the performers will follow the show.
Student tickets are $7 in advance, $9 at the door. Call 924-5039 for info.
An African Dance Party, featuring three live dance groups, will be
held at the Student Union Ballroom. Show begins at 8 p.m.. ’rickets are
$6 for students and $8 for general. See preview in Friday’s Spartan Daily, and a review in ’Ibesday’s Spartan Daily.
The Last Laugh will be featuring comedians Steve McGrew, Rob
Brackenridge and John Kennedy. Showtimes are 8 p.m., and 10:30 p.m..
Tickets are $10 with a two-drink minimum. 21 and older please. For
more information call 287-5233.
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CBS makes Winter
Olympics colorless
It seems like the Olympics happen more often than they used to. Is
it just me?
Yeah. I know we get the Winter Olympics again in two years. I
guess because everyone else just can’t hold their pants on, thanks to
some overwhelming anticipation for the Games.
Don’t get me svrong. I love ’em. And I have always held that the
Winter Olympics are the most fun to watch, despite the fact that the
summer batch is always hyped more.
But, being a student of myself, I began questioning my motives this
year.
Exactly what does luge add to my life?
Man, do they have some peculiar sports out there. These people
must have been the butt of a lot of jokes when they told their highschool buddies that their life
dream was to scream down a
frozen water slide once every
four years.
But it isn’t the sports themselves that draw the interest. It’s
the nationalistic swelling of the
breast that people look forward
to. So why are these games so
blah?
Well, for one, our evil enemy,
the Soviet Union, is puttering
around without a flag or an
anthem for its athletes. It’s hard
to hate the athletes when you
feel so sorry for than.
Also, we may have dried up
by Bnxike Shelby
our supply of patriotism last year
for the television event of the
decade "War in the Gulf: The Slightly Fictionalized Mini-Series."
But maybe the key problem is the new Olympic Grin Team supplied by CBS.
Does anyone miss Jim McKay like I do, even if he was losing his
mind and ability to construct meaningful sentences in the 1988 Winter
Olympics? Does anyone miss the music ABC had for the games like I
do? CBS’s approximation is more like a nightly lullaby.
The lighter-than-air Tim McCarver, the listless Paula Zahn, and the
jolly helium-headed Andrea Joyce do excel at one thing they have
created a play-along sport for the viewers, the rules of which demand
you try to sit through their jabber long enough to see Team U.S.A.
plunder a poor Eastern European hockey squad. Gobs o’ fun.
And what’s with this penchant for chasing down to losers and
pumping them for tragedy stories? Poor Dan Jansen, the speed skater
who fell twice in 1988 and lamed out in 1992, should have whacked
the interviewer who went on and on and on .....How do you FEEL?"
The high points of the Olympic coverage no doubt lie with Mary
Carillo, better known as a women’s tennis commentator, who is always
doing silly puff pieces on biting subjects like "Is it true no two
snowflakes are alike?" and "Do you need a trigonometry degree to
understand women’s combined downhill scoring, and do we care?"
But in the interest of living up to my self-imposed sense of obligation to stm with the games, I have found other diversions to entertain
myself.
For instance, the world has come around and realized the international cultural significance of freestyle skiing by making it an Olympic
medal sport. Now viewers can score at home: Which of these pompous
beach-blonds is more nauseatingly arrogant? Also, should the Babe
Factor figure in to the final score?
But I can’t come up with a bad thing to say about Bonnie Blair. She
made all the drudgery worthwhile. To borrow a line from Chronicle
columnist C.W. Nevius, all the pining football fans have a new team of
heroes: Da Blairssss.
How can you knock a close-knit, all-American family like that,
cheering on their kid through thick and thin? The coverage of the Blair
family was some of the best realism on TV to date.
When an interviewer asked Bonnie’s sister how she thought Bonnie
was preparing for the 500 meter event. she responded, "I don’t know
how she’s doing, but I’ve got gas"
Forget "Married ... With Children" or "Roseanne," the real -folks
show potential for the future is a sit-corn starring the Blair family.

Tube Talk

Biggs

Elsewhere, the new early prime-time on KPDC must be discombobulating the news team there. I’m sure I heard meteorologist Brian Sussman say Saturday, "San Jose is the wet spot of the Bay Area." I’d
always called it the armpit, but I’m capable of change.
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’Bugsy’ collects 10 nominations
Singleton gets best
director vote for
’Boyz N the Hood’
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
"Bugsy," Warren Beatty’s icy
look at an equally charming and
deadly mobster, collected a leading
10 nominations for the 64th annual
Academy Awards today.
"Beauty and the Beast," the
instant animated classic from Disney about love conquering all,
became the first animated film in
Oscar history to be nominated for
best picture.
"Bugsy" was nominated for best
picture and best actor for Beatty,
and received two supporting actor
selections for Ben Kingsley and
Harvey ICeitel.
"I’m ecstatic," said Mark Johnson, "Bugsy’s" co-producer. "What
more could I possibly have asked
for?"
John Singleton became the first
black to be nominated as best director in Oscar’s more than 60-year
history, and also the youngest bestdirector nominee ever, for his innercity drama "Boyz N The Hood." He
also received a screenwriting nomination.
"I’m just in awe," Singleton said
from a Las Vegas hotel room. "If
somebody had told me three years
ago this was going to happen. I’d
have said they were crazy. But,
wow!"
Besides "Bugsy," the nominations for best picture were Oliver
Stone’s "JFK," Barbra Streisand’s
"The Prince of Tides" and the psychological thriller "The Silence of
the Lambs."
Joining Beatty in the best actor
competition were Robert De Niro
for "Cape Fear," Anthony Hopkins
from "The Silence of the Lambs,"
Nick Nolte in "The Prince of
Tides" and Robin Williams in "The
Fisher King."

Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon, the two stars of the female buddy picture "Thelma & Louise,"
were both best actress nominees,
along with Laura Dens from "Rambling Rose," Jodie Foster for ’The
Silence of the Lambs" and in a mild
surprise, Bette Midler for the commercially unsuccessful "For the
Boys."
"I’m very pleased to be honored
with all of these wonderful actors,
but I’m most pleased that Geena
and I have been honored together,"
Sarandon said. "I never would have
gotten in the car without her."
Among films with the highest
nominations, "JFK" collected eight,
followed by seven each for "The
Prince of Tides" and "The Silence
of the Lambs."
Academy President Karl Malden
and actress Kathleen Turner were
hosts of the predawn announcement
ceremony. The timing accommodated network television morning news
shows. The nominees were selected
by the Academy’s 4,900 members.
The awards ceremony March 30
at the Los Angeles Music Center
will have comedian Billy Crystal as
host and will be carried live by
ABC-TV.
Miss Dern’s mother, Diane
Ladd, was nominated for best supporting actress for "Rambling
Rose," the first time a mother and
daughter have been nominated in
the same year.
Other supporting actress nominees were Juliette Lewis for "Cape
Fear," Kate Nelligan in "The Prince

of Tides," Mercedes Ruehl for "The
Fisher King" and Jessica Tandy
from "Fried Green Tomatoes."
Competing against Keitel and
Kingsley for best supporting actor
will be Tommy Lee Jones from
"JFK," Michael Lerner of "Barton
Fmk" and Jack Palance from "City
Slickers."
Singleton directed "Boyz N the
Hood" at age 23.
The previous holder of the
youngest-nominated-director distinction was Orson Welles, who was
nominated for the 1941 film "Citizen Kane" at age 26.
Other best director nominees
were Barry Levinson for "Bugsy,"
Stone for "JFK," Ridley Scott for
"Thelma & Louise" and Jonathan
Demme for "The Silence of the
Lambs."
Miss Streisand failed to become
Use first woman director since Lina
Wenmuller (1976’s "Seven Beauties") to be nominated for best
director.
Other snubs included "Fried
Green Tomatoes," which gathered
but two nominations, the big-budget
hit "Hook," which got five nominations in lesser categories, and 1991’s
biggest box office hit, "Terminator
2: Judgment Day," which picked up
six nominations, again all in lesser
categories.
Singleton’s script for "Boyz N
the Hood" was nominated for best
original screenplay, as were the
scripts for "Bugsy, "The Fisher
King," "Grand Canyon" and ’Thelma & Louise."
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CHINESE CUISINE - - FOOD TO GOI Ape
OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00 PM

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

II

294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Srreet

THE SPARTAN CHOICE!
Use your coupons

at either of our convenient locations...

135 W. SANTA CLARA ST
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

1640 S. BASCOM AVE
at Hamilton CAMPBELL
-

.111M

rs2off rs-3.ff

FriZy one slice
I get a second slice
FREE
I
one per coupon L.dIir.nitmust
be of equal a lona value
tocan slia
EXPIRES 2/28/92

12" pizza I

I
FREE DELIVERY FROM
SAN JOSE LOCATION’
-limit one per coupon -EXPIRES 2/28/92

16" pizza I
I
FREE DEUVERY FROM
JOSE LOCATIONI

SAN

-limit one per coupon EXPIRES 2/28/92
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l’olitical Science sophomore
Leizel Galon returns home to
the Colonnades. The apartment complex houses tennants ranging from students
to professors.
Scott Sady Daily staff

Velina

(From left) Bryan Abrams, Sam Waters, Mark Calderon
and Kevin Thornton of Color Me Badd, Posed with fans

ur,e

Daily staff photographer

after opening for Paula Abdul at the Oakland Coliseum
arena. The band is nominated for two Grammys.

Color Me Badd members say their
friendship is main factor for success
By Velina Nurse
Daily staff vmter

The adjacent area surrounding the backstage of the Oakland thliseum is damp and cold, the lighting dim and dull as
men hustle around moving large black trunks scrawled with
white paint reading "Color Mc Badd."
A man with the complexion of shoe wax, sits on a folding
chair among the chaos conversing into a walkie-talkie. Within
minutes, the muttered signal breaks through the loud pulsating
beat of Paula Abdul’s "Straight lip."
"Okay, you got five minutes with the band," said Color Me
Badd’s road manager. "Give them five minutes to change an
they’ll be right out."
Propped up against a wall surrounded by stage hands, lighting technicians and security people, the hand emerges from in
Pairs.
They proceed down one of the many hallways of the coliseum, stopping to await the arrival of members Sam Waters and
Kevin Thorton.
After conversing with a bodyguard, lead singer Bryan
Abrams’ head bowed down revealing his high cheek bonm,
clean shaven face and brown eyes that show signs of disappointment in his performance.
"It was redly embarrassing mit there," Abrams said, who
when introduced, seam! congested. "I care about what I’m
doing."
Abrams, Damon, Waiters and Mark Caldemn, collectively
known as Color Me Bald, say that their approach to music
and overnight success (seven years in the making) grew out of
their friendship, love for harmonizing and singing together.
"We formed and started the group when we were freshman
in high school," Abrams said, whose serious mannerism and
shy undertones makes him appear older than 21.
These four young men [mm Oklahoma City, Okla., began
their career singing in high-school auditoriums.

Best known for their strong combined vocals and performing their trademark acappella style of singing, the hand was
first recognized in a high school talent show for their rendition of the Levi’s 501 Blues commercial.
The over-used show business clichØ of "persistence and
perseverance" once again prevail in the launching success of
the band.
It was the chance of their single on the platinum "New
Jack City" soundtrack that hurled them to renowned status
among the professionals in the music business as well as the
record buying public.
And all this happened before their debut album "Color Me
Badd" hit record store shelves.
An album that spawned three, number-one singles and that
has sold more than three million wpies, rewarded the band an
opportunity to open for such acts as Paula Abdul and Bon
Jovi.
The popularity of "1 Wanna Sex You Up," and "I Adore
Mi Amore" have earned the band an American Music Award
for best rhythm and blues single and two Grammy nominations.
But, their career wasn’t always as sweet.
"We would chase the tour buses of all the big groups that
would come to Oklahoma City," Waiters said. "We would
wait around after the show to see if they would let us sing for
them."
In addition to their amppella style, the hand performs hiphop, doo-wop old school vocals for which they strive to bring
old fashion rosnanix hat into society through their music.
The bands smooth blend of harmonizing, feel of rhythm
and blues and the powerful vocal range of the group’s front
man Abrams, is revitalizing in this era of techno-dmms, digital
synthesizers and over-done sampling and lip syndiing.
So what does the future hold for Color Me Bald?

Is downtown’s future
student-oriented?
Academic bookstore is in
but so are
the works
high-priced condos
By Les Mahler
Daily staff *nter

Velma Nurse

Daily staff photographer

Lead singer Bryan Abrams sings "Thinking Back"
Their West video and single "Thinking Back" is climbing
the charts and establishing their position as a major pop act in
the ’90s.
"We’re probably going hack into the studio and possibly we
will headline some tours of or own," Abrams said.

When San Jose’s Redevelopment Agency looks at
the future of the downtown area, it does so with SJSU
students in mind.
"We can’t do enough for the university," said Pat
Dando, assistant to the executive director of the Downtown Redevelopment Agency. "We have a concentrated
effort to work with the university."
To emphasize her point, Dando cited the "retail
spaces which cater to university students."
These business are located underneath the Colonnade apartment complex on Fourth Street.
Currently, such retailers as The Wherehouse, The
Right Connection, Impact Cycle and Fitness, the Colonnade Convenience Grocery and a post office are situated
there, with an additional 17,000 square feet available for
development.
"There are white-tablecloth and fast-food restaurants" housed in the Pavilion catering to students,
according to Dando.
And while Waldenbooks in the Pavilion augments
the Spartan Bookstore, plans are in the works to construct within the next five years a "unique, very large
bookstore," geared to the academic community, Dando
said.
Plans are also corning together to build condominiums on the comers of Thin] and Fourth streets and San
Fernando Avenue.
Unlike the Colonnade, which is somewhat studentoriented, the condominiums may be not be priced within a student’s budget.

The Colonnade has several types of units available
that may be affordable for students, starting with a studio apartment renting from $680 to $755 per month.
Prices at the Colonnade go up after that, depending
on what the prospective tenant is looking for, according
to Judy Waite, office assistant for the complex.
"Naturally, anything that’s popular is going to cost
more," Waite said.
If the tenant is looking for something with a calla.dral ceiling, a view, or more square footage, the price
will increase.
For the two-bedroom, two-bath unit, the current
price is $1,150 to $1,400 per month, according to
Waite.
Waite said there is a mixture of tenants at the Colonnade, with students, families and several professors living there.
There is also a waiting list to get in, Waite said, but
that list is not the same as most places.
Interested people are asked what they’re looking for,
then put on the list. If a particular unit matching the
desires of the prospective tenants comes up. Waite said
they are called and asked to come down and sign the
lease.
Plans for the condominiums will be brought before
the Redevelopment Board in February or March,
according 10 Dando. If approved, the project will he
finished 20 months after construction starts, she added.
Originally a temporary parking lot for students, the
prospective site for the condominiums was closed oil
for impending construction in 1988.
Dando said the plans suffered setbacks when money
for a loan became difficult to obtain.
Besides money problems, toxic materials horn a previous Pacific Gas & Electric facility needed to be
removed from the area, according to I]ennis Korabiak,
downtown coordinator with the Redevelopment Agency.
See FRIENDLY, Page 8
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Associated Students Program Board
at San Jose State University presents

AFRICAN UNIT
DANCE

PARTY

Featuring Afro-Pop 6
traditional Congolese
6 Eritrean Dance Music

Sat. February 22

7 pm, SJSU SU Ball Room
$6 adv. $8 door
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(formerly Stokely Carmichael)

Thurs. February 27

7 _pm, SJSU SU Ball Room
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Sat. February 29
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SJSU SU Bolt Room
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Many places await insomniacs
By Les Mahler
Daily staff writer

It’s 3:30 in the morning.
Another night of sleep lost to insomnia.
The walls in the room seem to be caving in.
The clock that ticks off the hours and minutes
seems to slowly agonize over each passing
second. David Letterman has found his way
into nighttime bliss, and the "Movies
Dawn" have become a muddled blur with the
umpteenth running of "Bedtime For Barrio."
Without something to do, insomnia will
become a way of life and this ugly stepchild
of heavenly bliss will become the nocturnal
blessings of "a kinder, gentler nation."
Friends and relatives, in their kind, gentle
manna; have prescribed a host of alternatives
and quick home cures to combat the evils of
insomnia. But only a desperate person would
try any of them.
Desperation hasn’t set in. Yet!
Wart’s to do about this dreaded, three-toed
sloth monster?
Luckily, there are nearby plates to go, people to see and things to do when the sandman
passes by in favor of sornaine else.
Bowling alleys
Only a few bowling alleys are open 24
hours in Santa Clara County, including
Saratoga Lanes, which is located across from
the Westgate Shopping Mall on Saratoga
Avenue and the Fourth Street Bowl on Fourth
Street, in downtown San Jose.
Who says that insomniacs have to suffer
alone?
Emergency rooms
Valley Medical Center has the best emergency room around, although some other hospitals can offer the insomniac plenty of activity fend off the night blues.
Between the hours of 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.,
according to Bonnie Saludes, Registration
Manager for VMC, the emergency room sees
an average of 30 to 40 patients. Sunday is the
slowest day of the week, she said.
The annual average is 270 patients in the
emergency room, but for some reason, "this

time of year there’s much more" according to
Saludes.
She had no explanation for the increase in
the number of patients this time of year,
adding only that the average number of
patients seen is 300.
But of those patients coming to the emergency room, the average time between being
seen and discharged is three hours, according
to Saludes.
Now, if this falls within the scope of interest, it’s wise to remain out of the way of emergency crews and other medical personnel.
Trying to help a patient, or a doctor, is not a
good habit.
One other thing about emergency wards,
there’s always a bed nearby if you do get
sleepybut make sure it’s unoccupied.
Convenient stores
Keep in mind that clerks within these
establishments are prone to be leery of someone just walking around the aisles, trying to
keep busy for the sake of nothing better to do.
Perhaps a line about comparison shopping
could hold off the clerk, but that cop-out could
prove to be tiring night after night with the
same clerk, and it may not work after the second or third time around.
Grocery stores
Most grocery stores are open 24 hours. But
there are a few stores that close at midnight,
according to Judy Decker, communications
manager for the Lucky chain.
Decker said stores were open 24 hours
because personnel were already there to stock.
and it wouldn’t be much more costly to keep
them open 24 hours.
Since the 24-hour concept was developed
in 1986, Decker said, "there’s been a significant shift of people shopping at night."
"Some people like to shop when the
store’s very quiet," Decker said. "Others,
because of schedule problems, find it easier.
It’s a matter of personal preference."
Although there’s more room in the aisles
here than at the 7-11, and the time is quieter,
contending
there is a trade-off, she added
with shelf-stockers.

This is a process in itself. Stock clerks
crime out from the warehouse, guiding boxes
of cereals, drinks, soups, detergents, bleaches
and canned fruits on large pallets filled with
an assortment of goodies. It’s all that’s necessary to keep the shelves supplied.
From the pallets, these products are then
put in their respective aisles, cut open and
loaded onto the shelves. And while this is
going on, a stray shopper may wander in to
purchase something. That’s when one of the
stock clerks has to stop shelving and run up to
the cash register.
Another trade-off is that all departments
are not open. The deli, bakery, and pharmacy
are closed after normal business hours, and reopen after seven am.
Decker said from a labor perspective, it
wasn’t reasonable to keep these departments
going round the clock.
While the shelves are being stocked, the
janitorial crew starts their work making the
store presentable for the morning crowd.
Using large vacuum cleaners and waxers, they
proceed to bring a shine and luster to the
floors prior to the next day’s rush.
It’s not necessary to purchase anything
here, and the sights and sounds that transpire
can be just as entertaining as the best Hollywood production or even cure insomnia
although Decker said nothing out of the ordinary happens during these hours.
If hunger pangs start to punctuate the
stomach linings, and the craving for food is
beginning to make rumblings louder than
Mount St. Helen’s, then it’s time to check out
the 24-hour food establishments.
24-hour restaurants
Of course what springs to mind, and stomach, are Denny’s, Carrow’s, Lyon’s, Mini
Gourmet and Golden West restaurants.
Other than ambiance, these eateries offer
just about the same culinary delights for the
starving insomniac.
So, if country-fried steak with mashed
potatoes and gravy, or an ice- cream soda
topped off with a cherry, or a banana split
sound temptingly tasteful at four or five in the
morning, then a drive to one of these chains
may be murder.

After dining out at your favorite place,
there are several adult bookstores catering to
the whims and fantasies of the discreet adult.
Laden with a large assortment of reading
materials, visual aids and other materials,
these establishments can be a haven for the
sleepless.

If the reading materials are not up to par,
then a quick jaunt to the viewing booths,
located in the back, may suffice. Be prepared
to dole out a large proportion of quarters to
these hungry machines.
The average running time fa one quarter
is three minutes.
And with a full-length feature running 60
minutes or longer, it’s going to take a lot of
quarters.
There are other places which cater to the
24-hour day, such as attorney services, ambulances, air-conditioning and heating repairs,
locksmiths, and of course, a bail bondsman.
Most of these services require the service
provider to come over to your place (except
for the bail bondsman, you call them, then
bring lots of money to their place of business).
And the attorney services ask that you leave
your name, phone number and a message (if
it’s an emergency, there is a beeper number).
Finally, if staying awake and keeping in
shape are a common denominator, then 24hour Nautilus Fitness Centers are available.

Pavarotti will be making his 10th
appearance in "Live From Lincoln
Center," in a concert called
"Pavarotti Plus!" The series first
tried the format in 1986, when he
shared the bill with eight other
singers.
’The idea, I think, is very successful and we should not try to
change," the tenor says. ’The idea is
three or four stars and three or four
newcomers who will become stars."
Of this year’s guests, soprano
June Anderson, mezzo-soprano Florence Quivar, baritone Sherrill
Milnes and buss Ferruccio Furlanctto are better known than sopranos
Kallen Esperian, Rains Kabaivanska and Francesca Pedaci, tenor
Cesar Hernandez and Eduardo
Muller, who’ll conduct the New
York City Opera Orchestra
Pavarotti says he first worked

with Muller in Milan and then the
Pavarotti International Competition
in Philadelphia. "He has done
’Lucia’ here with incredible succes.s," he said. "I think he is a good
talent, very young, not much on TV.
I think he deserves to be."
Pavarotti is given tapes of his
concerts, which he watches later.
There is always something you
have to learn."
He still recalls the date of his
first solo recital in 1978 at the Met _
Feb. 12, "a very important date. My
father svas sick. We had a doubt he
had canter.
day after the recital he was
supposed to go in the hospital to he
operated. I say, ’Maybe I don’t see
him anymore. Let me give him the
great kick of his life.’ lie sang one
number with me."
Tri Pavarati’s joy, his father’s ill-

March, Sandier.

24-hour fitness centers
This is where the insomniac can get into
shape if not some sleep. A word of wisdom
and advice, a basic membership fee is
required to use the facilities.
Well, that’s it. These are some of the
extraordinary places open year- round, 24
hours a day, in the Santa Clara Valley.
Unfortunately, San Jose International Airport, unlike San Francisco International, closes at 9 p.m. So the student suffering from
insomnia can’t go people-gazing at the local
terminals.
Perhaps when the airport grows and
becomes truly international, it will stay open
24 hours. Then it will make this list.

Pavarotti to sing at 100th ’Live From Lincoln Center’
NEW YORK (AP)
Superstar
tenor Luciano Pavarotti first
appeared in PBS’ ‘Live From Lincoln Center" in 1978. Next Monday, he’ll he there again in the
series’ 100th telecast.
And, despite his years as a performer, he’ll still have stage fright.
"I’m always scared to death," he
says. "I’m scared of the music lam
doing. ’There is this kind of deep
respect, which goes very close to
being scared."
According to John Goberman,
creator and producer of the series.
only a few programs have equaled
Pavarotti’s ratings _ American Ballet Theater’s "Swan Lake" starting
Natalia Makarova, which was the
third show, in 1976, Beverly Sills’
1980 farewell to singing and Danny
Kaye with the Philharmonic in
1981.

At Lt1 Ditty’s in San Jose
Live!, J.0 Rocket, left, also
known as John Cramp ton, bangs on the piano
while singing the classic
tune "Jeremiah was a
Bullfrog." Meanwhile, his
partner, Alejandro Jaurequi, right, dances with
audience participant
Kristan Lord, a senior
nursing major at SJSU.

Adult book stores

ness wasn’t cancer, and "he is still
here, in great shape, thank God.
Every Saturday and Sunday he goes
to the church to sing solos. He is a
tenor with a fantastic voice.
"I think he has a better voice
than me. The color of it is better
than me. It is not an educated voice
but the sound is beautiful."
Pavarotti, a busy man, seems to
work withou letup. He has added
another role to his repertory, Canio
in "Pagliacci." He sang it, in concert, with the Philadelphia Orchestra
three
times in Philadelphia and
once at Carnegie Hall. Last year, he
sang the title role in "Otello" for the
first time, with the Chicago Symphony, in concert in Chicago and
Carnegie Hall. He never intended to
sing a staged "Otello."
"I am not sure now," he says.
"do not know anything for the

moment. I don’t say I decided
when, how and with whom. If the
opportunity is coming very important, it can be I sing it in an opera
house.
This season, Pavarotti sang at the
Met’s gala opening night and in
"The Elixir of Love."
Next summer he’ll record
"Manon Lescaut" with soprano
Mirella Freni and the Metropolitan
Opera Orchestra conducted by
James Levine. And next season
he’ll sing in a new Met production
of "Lucia di Lammermoor" opposite June Anderson and go with the
company to Japan to sing in
"Elixir."
Pavarotti speaks of all this while
sitting at a desk in his apartment
here, wearing a cashmere-and-silk
Hermes scarf draped over his blue
T-shirt.

Daily staff photographer

Piano bars: a downtown uprising
Ltl Ditty’s uses antics and funny songs
to keep college audience interested
By Jason Rothman
Daily arts and entertainment editor

Peanut shells litter the black and red
checkered floor as a crowd of rowdy college students and young urban professionals sing and dance to silly songs.
Suddenly one person is lagging behind
the rest of the crowd and one of the two
dueling pianists at DJ Ditty’s notices. He
stops the music and informs them of the
lagger.
The crowd then turns to the person and
sings a song called "Lucille." The pianists
sing "you picked a fine time to leave me,
Lucille," and the crowd chants a series of
words that not only questions the person’s
morality, but also the person’s sexual
prowess.
LI1 Ditty’s (one of four bars located in
San Jose Live!) is as far from the typical
dueling piano bar stereotype as one can get.
The dueling pianists actually have electroinic keyboards placed into mini -grand
piano eases.
Basically, the concept of Lt1 Ditty’s is
two pianists bouncing off each other’s acts.
Pianists sing popular classic rock ’n’ roll
tunes and songs about dancing chickens,
Little Bunny Foo-Foo and a famous rodeo
song where the chorus is "You piss me off/
you @afi jerk/You get on my nerves."
When people generally think of dueling
pianos, the movie "The Fabulous Baker
Boys" comes to mind two guys wearing
outdated tuxedos spouting off bad jokes and
equally had songs.

"This place is different whereas you
have to come in here to actually make a
judgment about the place," said Alejandro
Jauregui one of the pianists at Li.1 Ditty’s.
"People either love it or hate it, there is no
in-between.
"The music gives people permission to
be silly" Jauregui said. "People who take us
seriously will get pissed off at us, call us
sexist and say that we play three -chord
songs."
The singers at 1.11 Ditty’s vary the songs
and keep adding new ones to keep the audience participation fresh.
The two performers divide the crowd by
songs and have the audience battle against
itself for the loudest side ; the losing side
gets Lucilled.
Although sometimes the antics backfire.
"One time I made a group of guys sing
alone and they didn’t want to sing" Jauregui said. "One of the guys got really mad
and poured his beer on me"
The guy was escorted out of the bar.
Jauregui toweled off and went back to playing.
The point of the bar is fun. People come
there to laugh, and usually they get their
wish.
’There is no mystique about this place."
Jauregui said.
The format gives one pianist the opportunity to bounce off the other, and the variety gives them the opportunity to create an
exciting and controversial show."
check your hang-ups
Just remember
at the door.

Classic songs and nouveau speak-easy
environment make Toons a fun place
By Pricy Correos
Special to the Daily

Last Saturday night the rains continued
making it difficult for this reporter to drag
herself from the cozy comforts of home onto
the water-logged streets of downtown San
Jose. But the assignment called for a new,
hip piano bar on the corner of Second and
East Santa Clara streets, called Toons
Saloon.
Outside, large, heart -shaped red and
white balloons engulfed the entrance
remnants of Sir Valentine hanging around.
Inside, customers are greeted by a man
resembling a mobster-like Uncle Fester,
dressed in a black, pinstripe suit, fedora hat
uiil shiny patent-leather shoes.
This nouveau speak-easy, though only the
size of the lobby at the Events Center, is
comfortable and chic, seating nearly everyone present that evening.
Oncasionally a scantily dressed woman in
a frou-frou ballerina outfit would come
around selling red roses to patrons with bobbing heads and happy feet.
As the song played on the black grand
"Under the boardwalk, down by the sea,"
this reporter couldn’t help but tap inconspicuously in her seat.
Off to a corner was a poster of Elvis, a
remembrance shrine to the late king of
Above the smooth bar was a gray blowup shark. Between an archway, the stage
lights illuminated two ducting pianists, Ken
Goodwin and Cindy Chen. They belted out

such songs as "You Can’t Always Get What
You Want," by the Rolling Stones, "Proud
Mary," by Credence Clearwater Revival and
"Pretty Woman." by Roy Orbison.
there they were, blowing a lot of
hot air you can always spot cm’ in a
crowd. Bert Peterson, a junior at SJSU,
along with his partner, Julie Collins, a student at Santa Clara University were these to
do some balloon twisting. They made some
wild balloon hats for customers some
hats reaching a height of three feet.
Some customers appeared to be wild elks
on steroids.
One patron had a motorcycle hat, and
another had a fantastic, enormous configuration resembling a phallus. This
entrepreneurial business, called ORPRO,
caters to any kind of parties, according to
Peterson, who has been working at Toons
since it opened in December. He doesn’t
have a set price for his hat artistry but
accepts tips from customers.
The piano players. Goodwin and Chen,
created a fun, pressure-free atmosphere to a
crowd ranging in age from the mid-twenties
to thirty -something. l’he pianists mostly
bang out oldies that originated from the ’60s.
TheToons Saloon was a stompin’ good
time.
Toons Saloon, located at 52 East Santa
Clara Street, is open Monday through Friday, with a happy hour from 5 p.m. to 8 pm.
Piano sing -along shows starting at 9 p.m.
Cover charge ranges from $3 to $5 depending on who is playing. Call Toons at 2927464.
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Spelling is back
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From Page
When the final project is completed, Korabiak said a parking lot
would be built on the remaining
one-third area if nothing else is on
the drawing board.
Korabiak said a major grocery
store would be located downtown
within the next couple of years,
although he would not reveal which
store it would he.
For entertainment. 1)ando said
there are Camera One and Camera
3 movie theaters, as well as several
museums, and "lots of free activities" including the Concert in the
Park series during the summer and
fall months.
"We want to work with the university," she said.
Last year, the Redevelopment
Agency and downtown merchants
worked together on SJSU’s homecoming parade and festivities.
The city, the Redevelopment
Agency and the university are
examining their mutual needs
through two task forces, according
to Dando.
Their efforts recently resulted in
the closure of San Carlos Street
A project of former SJSU President Gail Fullerton, San Carlos
Street cut across the campus before
it was closed Jan. 6.

Scott Sy
SjSU

Dirty staff photographer

student Andy Lan works on a bike at Impact Cycle

Bryan Adams up for six Grammys
PHILADELPHIA (AP) "I’m
not the kind of guy to try and count
my chickens before they’re
hatched," said Canadian rocker
Bryan Adams on the day he was
nominated for six Grammy awards.
’lb me, it’s like looking at six
eggs "well, if one of them turns out
to be a turkey, that’s good."
Adams is laid back about the
whole Grammy furor, even though
he’s never before been nominated.
He had to be reminded of his hatat the stan of a recent telephone
interview, but later quietly admitted
he was "tickled pink."
His ballad, "Everything I Do (I
Do It for You)" from the film
"Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves,"
culled four nominations: record of
the year, song of the year, best pop
vocal performance male and best
song written specifically for a
motion picture or for television.
Adams scored two more nominations for the rocker, "Can’t Stop
This Thing We Started": best rock
vocal performance, solo; and best
rock song. Both tracks came from
his double-platinum album, "Waking Up the Neighbours."
Things were happening for
"Everything I Do ..." long before
its four Grammy nominations,
though. The song reached No. 1
five weeks after its release in June,
faster than any single since the benefit song "We Are the World" in
1985.
"Everything I Do ... " has sold 6
million copies worldwide and has
gone triple platinum in the United
States, making it only the second

single in history to have sold 3 million copies.
Adams recorded the song
almost as an afterthought for "Waking Up the Neighbors." It was one
of three tracks on the album originally cut as B sides, or as flip sides
of singles.
He said he thought the song had
an "international melody" when a
friend sent him a tape of composer
Michael Kamen’s original melody
from the film score.
’When we first heard (the song),
it was lutes and a mandolin track,
with a little bit of humming over
top of it," Adams said. ’To turn that
into a song was a task, but the original piece of music that he had from
the film score was gorgeous."
Along with producer Robert
John "Mutt" Lange, Adams composed the rest of the song and put
lyrics to it. The original title was to
be "I’d Die for You."
"There’s no way I was gonna
call a song that," Adams said. "It’s
too over the top. A guy would never
say that to a girl. But I guy might
say, ’You know, honey, everything I
do, I do for you.’ It was just trying
to put the common guy into the
But getting the Adams-LangeKamen final version of the song
accepted wasn’t easy.
Their was a hell of a battle to
try and convince the powers that be
that what we’d done was the right
thing," Adams said, "but luckily,
time was on my side, and we were
able to, out of just time and default,
go with what we had done. I felt

very strongly that what we’d done
was the right thing."
Adams has no qualms about his
biggest successes coming from ballads. He hit No. I with "Heaven,"
from I984’s "Reckless," as well.
"I enjoy singing them because
there’s a side to me that enjoys
singing a slower song," he said.
"You can appeal to a lot more people that way."
"Waking Up the Neighbours"
was a year and a half in the making.
and was produced by Lange, best
known for his work with AC-DC
and Def Leppard, and Adams’
longtime producer, Bob Clear mountain. Mains wrote all of the
album’s songs with Lange as well.
In the time between "Waking
Up the Neighbours" and his last
record, "Into The Fire" in 1987.
Adams did plenty of session work,
writing and recording songs for Joe
Cocker ("When the Night Comes,"
1988) and Dion ("Drive All Night,"
1989) and playing guitar or singing
on several other songs.

CINEBARr

A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

school in Beverly Hills.
It has rocketed two of its cast,
Luke Perry and Jason Priestly, to
stardom. "Hearts Are Wild," which
Spelling calls a "feel-good show," is
set in a Las Vegas casino and follows the pattern of "Hotel" and
"Love Boat," with numerous guest
stars and parallel stories. The latter
is in association with Lorimar.
Spelling indeed is back, but he
rejects calling it a comeback.
"Even Hank Aaron didn’t hit a
home run every time at bat," he
said. "I struck out one year. Now
it’s Spelling’s rise from the ashes.
There are major studios that didn’t
have a show on the air. Nobody said
they were dead," Spelling said.
"I remember when Leonard
Goldberg and I had six shows on
the air and four were in the Top
10. If you’re over 40 in this business, they write you off."
Spelling, who’s been accused of
claiming too much credit, is careful
to name Doug Kramer as his partner for "The Love Boat" and Esther
and Richard Shapiro for "Dynasty"
and "Dynasty 11-The Colbys."
For the first time in his long
career Spelling’s offices are not at a
studio.
Instead, he has a luxurious fifthfloor suite in a building across the
street from the Los Angeles County
Art Museum.
His private office is huge and has
a couch that is so long it looks like
it could hold all the casts of all his
shows at once.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Aaron
Spelling throws up his hands in
mock horror and laughs at published reports that he was washed
up in television.
"One year I didn’t have a show
on the air and my obit was in the
papers," he says. "I remember one
headline said, ’Spelling’s Dynasty
Over.
For a time it did seem like
Spelling’s long string of hits
such as ’’llie Mod Squad," "Charlie’s Angels," "The Love Boat,"
’Hotel" and "Dynasty" was at
an end. He produced nearly 2,500
hours of series and movies, more
than some studios.
His longtime exclusive contract
with ABC guaranteeing him air
time was not renewed. Efforts for a
new version of "Charlie’s Angels"
came to naught at Fox Broadcasting.
His show "Nightingales" for
NBC was canceled because of low
ratings and a controversy over its
sexy portrayal of student nurses.
But this season Spelling is back.
i (is "Beverly Hills 90210" is one of
the hottest shows among young
people. "Hearts Are Wild," vintage
Spelling aimed at the "Love Boat"
and "Hotel" audience, recently
debuted on CBS.
Several other series are in the
works, and the NBC miniseries
"Grass Roots" will appear this
month (March).
"90210" focuses primarily on
young people who attend a high

At last, the 3-D comedy that takes it off
and throws it at youl
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